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The objective of this work was to design, develop and evaluate an audit for a 
Computer Aided Production Management (CAPM) system. Such systems, 
despite their costs of purchase and implementation, find wide application in 
industry but there is still considerable debate as to their contribution to the 
overall performance of a company. 
A variety of possible methodologies were explored. However, it was found that 
most of the existing analytical techniques tended to focus on a comparison of 
systems with respect to best practice or to require data that a company was 
unlikely to have. Best practice is not an absolute measure, nor does it take 
account of different company types and their individual requirements. A 
flexible methodology, 'the C A P M Audit', designed to establish the 
effectiveness and efficiency of any installed C A P M system, has been developed. 
The audit is a development of the Delphi approach and is designed to establish 
the contribution of the C A P M system to the company's overall competitive 
position. In its development, a generic model for any CAPM system was 
devised to facilitate analysis without reference to any particular technology, 
management mode, or manufacturing control system. 
The audit developed (in the form of a workbook) consists of four stages: stage 
one establishes the context; stage two determines the underlying architecture of 
the system; stage three quantifies the contribution to the company's competitive 
position; and stage four identifies the causes of any failure of the CAPM system. 
The design of the audit is such that: it enables a systematic investigation of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of an installed C A P M system to be completed; it 
enables the CAPM system's contribution to the company to be identified; and it 
also enables any inadequacies to be determined. 
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1.1 Background to tie Project 
Computers are widely seen as panaceas for many of the problems of 
manufacturing. The introduction of Computer Aided Production Management 
(CAPM) systems is regularly accompanied by promises of improved sales 
performance, reduction of lead-time, improved machine utilisation, etc. 
Unfortunately, such predictions are rarely achieved in practice. A consultant 
firm, A.T. Kearney[l], presented findings indicating 'successful' Information 
Technology (IT) users having a return on capital employed of 22.9%, which is 
only marginally better than the 19.6% for 'unsuccessful' ones. Despite this, 
Feeny et al[2] noted a tendency to dismiss as a major issue the provision of 
quality information at an acceptable cost. The impetus has been towards the 
introduction of new technologies and often, as Marchi[3] noted, these are not 
underpinned by a careful analysis of the installed system. 
The lack of analysis of installed IT is not helped by the complexity of the task. 
As technologies advance, the role of IT may change. For example, the latest 
developments such as multimedia, hand-held computers and networking 
technologies have the potential to change communications between computers. 
In turn, new effectiveness and efficiency criteria may be required. The problem 
with many evaluation methodologies is that they lag technological development 
and, if applied, could have the effect of reinforcing obsolete effectiveness and 
efficiency criteria. 
The lack of emphasis on evaluating installed IT does not imply a lack of 
evaluation methodology. Seward[4] noted that although many methodologies 
have been developed, the emphasis is often on operational efficiency (i.e. doing 
things correctly) rather than system effectiveness (i.e. doing the right thing). 
1.2 Mission Statement 
The project's mission is to develop audit interview and survey techniques for 
the evaluation of installed C A P M system effectiveness and efficiency. For want 
of a term, such techniques shall be called the C A P M audit. 
The choice of the term audit, is meant to denote underlying synergy between the 
principles of auditing and the evaluation of C A P M systems. In order to fully 
appreciate the project mission, it is useful to review the principles of auditing 
and the types of audit. 
1.2.1 The principles of auditing 
According to the Institute of Chartered Accountants (1CA)[5] of England and 
Wales, an audit is defined as: 
"...the independent examination o f , and expression of opinion on, the 
financial statements of an enterprise by an appointed auditor in 
pursuance of that appointment and in compliance with any relevant 
statutory obligation. " 
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The American Accounting Association (AAA) Committee on Basic Auditing 
Concepts, which states that: 
"...auditing is a systematic process of objectively obtaining and 
evaluating evidence regarding assertions about economic actions and 
events to ascertain the degree of correspondence between those 
assertions and established criteria and communicating the results to 
interested users." 
The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)[6] defines internal auditing as: 
"an independent appraisal activity within an organisation for the 
review of operations as a service to management. It is a managerial 
control which functions by measuring and evaluating the effectiveness 
of other controls." 
Definitional semantics notwithstanding; an audit, as Howard[7] indicated, is 
fundamentally an investigation followed by some conclusion about some 
problem domain. As in any investigatory work, auditing requires a combination 
of knowledge and experience. It is also not unexpected that auditing involves an 
incremental and iterative process. Thus, auditing does not necessarily lend itself 
to cook-book methodology. 
On the other hand, auditing is also constrained by the need for objectivity. 
Meaning, the auditor must present his or her audit inference undistorted by 
emotional bias. Clearly then, some element of discipline is necessary. 
Discipline here implies a repeatable or traceable audit process, an audit process 
that is properly focused and an audit inference based principally on facts. 
With regards to this project, the tasks of audit development are: 
a) Defining and/or identifying a system of methods and principles, such that 
discipline is injected in the audit process but not to constrain scope for 
innovation. 
b) The creation of a structured framework in support of the audit process. 
1.2.2 Types of audit 
An audit can be either statutory or private. Statutory audit implies applications 
within the context of either legal statutes, such as the Companies Acts; or 
statutes of professional bodies, such as the British Standard Institute's BS 5750. 
Private audits or internal audits, on the other hand, are undertaken at the request 
of the interested parties. A private audit is, first and foremost, a service to a 
client and as such the client has the right to define the scope in which internal 
audit is to be applied. The client may decide on either a complete or partial 
audit. 
The issue of a complete or partial audit relates to the auditor's independence. 
There are numerous parameters of independence but, generally speaking, 
independence is about access to data. In a complete audit, the auditor is given 
total independence to the extent that he or she is mandated to investigate in any 
way seen fit. Partial audits, it follows, are scenarios where an auditor is not 
given total independence. 
1.3 Project Objectives 
The objective of this project is to identify and develop a methodology in 
accordance with these broad requirements: 
a) The C A P M audit is intended as an investigation of installed C A P M 
systems. Paraphrasing the definition offered by Burbidge[8], C A P M 
systems are infrastructures utilising digital computer technology to aid the 
planning, direction and control of the material supply and processing 
activities of an enterprise in such a manner that the labour, plant and 
capital are used to advantage. 
b) The C A P M audit must be applicable to C A P M systems used in all forms 
of discrete manufacturing. By the phrase 'in all forms', is meant 
manufacturing in both large scale and small scale, and any industry type. 
c) The C A P M audit must be applicable to C A P M systems of any 
architecture. This implies systems being investigated need not be fully 
computerised. It also means the audit is not only applicable to a specific 
management paradigm, such as Materials Requirement Planning (MRP), 
Just-In-Time (JIT) or Optimised Production Technology (OPT). 
d) The C A P M audit is to be a private audit and applicable over a varying 
degree of completeness (i.e. ranging from partial to complete). 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
This thesis consists of two volumes. 
Volume I of the thesis discussed the issues involved in the development of the 
C A P M audit. The development of the audit is characterised by three key phases: 
Analysis, Design and Evaluation. 
a) In the analysis phase, issues on the problems of auditing (Chapter 2), 
scope of a C A P M system (Chapter 3) and, effectiveness and efficiency 
criteria (Chapter 4) are addressed. 
b) During the design phase, issues relating to the justification for a new audit 
(Chapter 5) and structuring of the C A P M audit (Chapter 6) are addressed. 
c) Finally, the evaluation phase deals with the application of the C A P M 
audit in trial scenarios. The result of the evaluation is discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
Volume I I is a working version of the C A P M audit workbook. 
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2o THE PROBLEM OF AUDITING 
2.1 Ctaapteir Introduction 
This chapter describes the problems of auditing from two perspectives: 
methodological view and auditor's independence. From a methodological 
perspective, the issues discussed focus on the principles of auditing. From the 
auditor's independence perspective, issues discussed focus on the pragmatics of 
auditing. 
2.2 Problems f r o m ai Methodological Perspective 
Carlson[9] introduced the concept of "impact evaluation" as the basis for the 
evaluation of information systems. Impact evaluation is a process of 
establishing the relationship between an initiating system (i.e. source of impact) 
and a target system (i.e. where impact is directed). 
In the context of a C A P M audit, the question of system boundaries must seem 
obvious. The "initiating system" ought to correspond to the C A P M system 
whereas the "target system" is the manufacturing system. Beyond this 
generalisation, however, the exact system boundaries are far from obvious. In 
particular, are C A P M users parts of the initiating system or target system? 
Carlson[9] further points out that the choice of boundaries is essentially a matter 
of conjecture. The choice of boundaries, however, does have implications for 
the validity of any inferences from impact evaluation. 
To appreciate the implications on validity, it is necessary to note, as the 
American Psychological Association[io]] indicated, that there are three types of 
validity. These validities are termed 'Content validity', 'Criterion-related 
validity' and 'Construct validity'. 
2.2.1 Content validity 
Bohrnstedt[i l] describe content validity as: 
".. the degree that one has representatively sampled from that domain 
of meaning. " 
Simply put, content validity refers to the number of criteria needed to 
benchmark the effectiveness and efficiency of a C A P M system. Unfortunately, 
there is no single criterion by which a C A P M system can be judged. To a 
majority of general managers' cost reduction is deemed the main benefit of 
computerisation(see Production[i2]). In another survey by Farhood et al[i3] on 
operational managers' attitude, reduction in cost was considered a less important 
benefit than flexibility and quality. Finally in a survey by Kenny and Dunk[i4] 
of production planners, the results suggested that criteria relating to variance 
between planned and actual events took precedence over cost and flexibility 
consideration. 
Despite these myriad views, there are fundamentally two basic views of 
effectiveness and efficiency. Hamilton and Chervany[i5] described these views 
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as either 'system-resource' or 'goal-centred' criteria. System-resource criteria 
relate to the extent of divergence from 'good practice' norm. For instance, in 
MRP-type C A P M systems, a good practice criterion is the accuracy of BOM. 
On the other hand, goal-centred criterion relate to how well system meets 
functional criteria. Since C A P M system is concerned with level of inventories, a 
useful functional criterion is inventory turnover. 
In theory both types of views ought to lead to the same conclusion but this is not 
necessarily the case. For instance, from the goal-centred view inventory 
turnover may be useful in indicating how well a company manages its 
inventory. However, the criterion does not always directly link to the source of 
performance. A poor inventory-turn over performance could be equally 
attributed to lot sizing or even inaccurate BOM. Hence accurate B O M does not 
necessarily lead to good inventory-turn over. In practice, therefore, both goal-
centred and system-resources views are needed: 
a) The goal-centred views are needed to quantify the impact of a source. 
b) The system-resource views are needed to identify the source of impact. 
2.2.2 Cdterioia-relafted validity 
For current discussion, it is useful to note the distinction between a 'criterion' 
and a 'measure'. A criterion refers to a phenomenon to be validated. In the 
context of the C A P M audit, the criteria of interest relate to the effectiveness and 
efficiency of C A P M systems. A measure, on the other hand, refers to a piece of 
information (e.g. a number) assigned to a criterion. The information assigned 
represents the state of quantity of a phenomenon. Empirical validity is the 
extent of correlation between a criterion and a measure. 
There are instances where a criterion and a measure may not correlate. By way 
of illustration, consider the following examples highlighted by Plossl[i6]. 
a) Direct labour efficiency. This criterion is intended as an indicator of the 
extent of useful output from a labour unit. This criterion could be 
calculated from measures of labour output. However, if the measures used 
is derived from non-bottleneck labour unit, there can be problem. This is 
because any measures that reflect high efficiency in bottleneck resource is 
actually a reflect of over production, not necessarily useful outputs. 
b) Reduction of direct material cost. A comprehensive measure of material 
cost should include cost of ordering, follow-up cost and carrying cost. 
However, it is not uncommon to find companies using only purchase price 
as a measure of cost. The result is a partial reflection of material cost. 
c) Recovery of investment on machine. Book values are often used to 
calculate this criterion. Unfortunately, book values have the effect of 
showing a poor return on investment in new machines; thereby obscuring 
the recoveries derived from the benefits of flexibility offered by new 
machines. 
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d) Reduction in the complexity of work (e.g. production of report) due to 
computerisation. A precise measures for this criterion is very difficult i f 
not impossible to obtain. Often the amount of paperwork is used (see 
Holden and Hall[i7]) for such calculation. However, there is no clear 
correlation between paperwork and the nature of work. Computerisation 
merely changes the nature of work from paper to an electronic medium; 
the inherent complexity of work is not changed. 
2.23 Comstfractt vffllMitty 
A CAPM audit has to provide more than statements of CAPM system 
effectiveness and efficiency; it is necessary also to explain why systems fail. 
Construct validity is concerned with the degree of validity in the audit 
conclusion. Finding valid explanations for CAPM system failure is not straight-
forward. From many research in these areas, numerous explanations maybe 
found. In broad terms, there are two schools of thought on the matter of CAPM 
failure. 
One school of thought is that the failures are attributable to the way CAPM 
systems are used rather than the enabling technology (i.e. software and 
hardware). Orlicky[i8], for example, noted that CAPM failures are due to the 
lack of top management support, poorly educated system users, unrealistic 
master production schedules and inaccurate Bills of Material (BOM). Other 
researchers, such as Monniot et al[l9], have also come to the same conclusion. 
The other school of thought is represented by the research findings of Hendry 
and Kingsman[20], Hoey et al[2i], and Aggarwal and Aggarwal[22]. The theme 
behind this school is that the failure of CAPM systems is attributable to the 
immaturity of the enabling technology. The following illustrates two classic 
conclusions: 
a) JIT-type systems are applicable only to repetitive manufacture. 
b) MRP-type systems require a priori fixed lead-time estimates, which are 
often not readily available. 
In considering these two views, one is drawn to the question: which school of 
thought is the correct one? 
It would appear that neither technological- nor infrastructure-based explanations 
on their own present a complete explanation. Take for instance, inaccurate 
BOM. True, inaccurate BOM can lead to poor estimation of schedules. But then 
what was the cause of accuracy in the first place? 
Poor BOM accuracy could have been attributed to a lack of discipline. 
However, it could just as well be that MRP was applied in context where 
accurate data was genuinely difficult to obtain, such as situations where 
customised items are manufactured. In those situations, advance knowledge of 
lead-times is not readily available. It is, therefore, inaccurate to attribute failure 
simply to the failing of the MRP methodology. 
The only way in which one is able to provide a correct explanation is to deal 
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with the problem holistically. A point clearly noted by Rhodes[23], who wrote: 
"Many enlightened companies of any kind know that the elements of 
successful production management are: to understand the overall 
subject; to be able relate it to their business; to contain a desire to 
innovate until benefits are perceived; and to apply only what is 
relevant." 
23 Problems Relating to Auditor's Independence 
I f auditing were meant to detect frauds, then there is no question of the need for 
independence. In the context of a CAPM audit, however, what rationale is there 
for independence? 
Independence, in the context of CAPM audit, is simply a means to an objective 
outcome. Logically, by ensuring that auditors are adequately detached from the 
problem domain, an objective outcome can be assured. In reality, as Chambers 
and Court[24] noted, complete independence is never a real option for these 
reasons. 
a) It is misplaced to assume that the client will ever agree to unbridled 
access to data in the interest of objectivity. Apart from security reasons, 
unrestricted access could impede the operations of company. 
b) The fact that a CAPM audit is a private audit implies that it is a service to 
the client. Thus, any audit inference itself is not an end but a basis for 
further action. Even at the risk of compromising independence, it is 
clearly useful for the client be engaged in the audit process. 
c) A definite way of ensuring independence is to delegate the audit tasks 
entirely to an outside agency. This approach can potentially be seen as a 
threat. 
d) Complete independence, without appropriate focus can lead to 
overemphasis on trivial issues. 
On the other hand, the lack of independence such as engaging the user of 
CAPM system to perform the audit has the danger of a less than objective result. 
Not surprisingly, having invested heavily in a particular system, CAPM users 
may be tempted to justify what they have got even i f it is illogical to do so. 
Inevitably a balance must be struck between the desire for complete 
independence and pragmatism. 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter raised two questions for this project and they are: 
a) How to develop a methodology that will be valid? 
b) How to strike a balance between the desire for independence and 
pragmatics? 
On the issue of methodological validity; this project has decided to approach the 
issue of effectiveness and efficiency of a CAPM system in terms of system 
depends not on the kind of CAPM system used but how well the company 
satisfies its overall business mission. Clearly, a CAPM system should not be 
judged in any lesser way. 
On the issue of auditor's independence, this chapter has also noted that the 
CAPM audit can gain from client-auditor interactions. To that end, the CAPM 
audit wil l be best served by a framework that wil l support any such relationship, 
whilst maintaining a rational approach which wil l reveal any shortcomings. 
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3o DEFINING THIE SCOPE OF CAPM SYSTEMS 
3.1 Cfo&pfeir Imttrodiincitneni 
Knowledge about a CAPM system depends significantly on the way the system 
scope is defined. I f the scope of a CAPM system is defined purely in 
technological terms, the non-technological factors are excluded. In auditing 
terms, problems attributable to non-technological factors could be overlooked. 
Also, i f the scope of a CAPM system is defined to a particular modus operandi, 
such as MRP or JIT, there is a potential of inculcating a fixed mindset and, thus, 
a danger of encouraging obsolesces. 
One of the requirement of the CAPM audit is to provide a framework to analyse 
an installed system as is currently instituted not what the system ought to be. To 
fulf i l this requirement, a generic CAPM framework was formulated. The 
generic framework shall function as a base-line reference for any CAPM system 
modus operandi and technological architecture. 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the thoughts and knowledge involved 
in the formulation of the generic Framework. 
3.2 FnamdaumeBite! MstimaLg@iin©ffltt Models 
A CAPM system could be viewed from the perspective of operational research. 
This perspective suggeststhat a CAPM system is composed of software modules 
applying linear programming techniques, inventory modelling and scheduling 
techniques for planning and control. While a CAPM system may use some 
operational research technique, such as Economic Order Quantity (EOQ), but it 
is too simplistic to assume that a complete CAPM system is simply a straight-
forward application of operational research techniques. In reality, operational 
research techniques are more likely to support decision making rather than a 
decision making mechanism itself (see Alter[25]). As Gershwin et al[26] noted, 
the overwhelming volume of data and the wide variations in planning horizons 
in any production management system are likely to present significant 
computational difficulty for automated decision making based purely on 
operational research techniques. 
A CAPM system can also be viewed as a closed loop control system organised 
in a functional and hierarchical framework. Hierarchy provides a mechanism 
where higher level decisions impose constraints on lower levels as in the case of 
the relationship between Master Production Scheduling (MPS) and MRP. The 
functional framework provides a mechanism to organise decision making 
according to specialisms such as scheduling, inventory management or capacity 
management. Unfortunately in an increasingly competitive environment, the 
hierarchical and functional framework is demonstrating its fallibility. A 
problem with this model is that it offers a sub-optimal solution. The 
MRP/MRP II type CAPM system is based on this model. As Flapper et al [27] 
noted that MRP/MRP II merely accepts the current values of manufacturing 
variables and then generates plans that are appropriate for the variables. That 
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means, MRP/MRP II does not address the validity of manufacturing variables 
per se. JIT, as Browne et al[28] noted; 
"involves the design of the manufacturing system in its broadest 
sense, addressing the issues of marketing, sales, product design, 
process engineering, quality engineering, plant layout and production 
management in order to facilitate JIT production using the Kanban 
system." 
Using the Mintzberg's[29] model of management system, one could view a 
CAPM system as a combination of five basic control mechanisms. 
a) Mutual adjustment where control is achieved by informal 
communications. The so-called Kanban system of JTT is an example. 
b) Direct supervision where control is achieved by one person giving orders 
to others. 
c) Standardisation of work processes where control is achieved through the 
specification of work content. This technique is found in JIT's emphasis 
on product design that will minimise problems caused by unnecessary 
non-value added activities (see Boothroyd and Dehurst[30]). 
d) Standardisation of output where control is achieved through the 
specification of results to be achieved. 
e) Standardisation of skills where control is achieved through an indirect 
approach as in the case of flexible labour in a JIT-type system. 
The Mintzberg's[29] model is a useful mechanism for appreciation of the 
concept of both formal and informal control mechanisms. However, it lacks the 
framework to explain the roles of computer systems. 
A CAPM system could also be viewed as a kind of Management Information 
System (MIS). According to Davis and 01son[3l]; 
"An MIS is an integrated, user-machine system for providing 
information to support operations, management, and decision-making 
functions in an organisation. The system utilises computer hardware 
and software; manual procedures; models for analysis, planning, 
control and decision making; and a database. " 
In terms of modules, an MIS will consists of a Decision Support System (DSS), 
Database, Transaction Processing System (TPS) and Users; all of which relates 
in the manner shown in Figure 1. The advantage of the MIS framework is that it 
will provide a way of appreciating enabling technologies and their 
interrelationship. However, this model does not offer explanations of how 
enabling technologies are used. 
3.3 Reviewing Conventional CAPM Systems 
The previous section presented a number of models as ways of viewing CAPM 
systems and noted that each model, individually, was inadequate. However, 
combining the models could offer a much more holistic view of CAPM systems. 
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The problem was establishing a combined model and for want of a term, the 
model is to be referred to as a 'Generic CAPM framework' 
To construct the Generic CAPM framework, conventional CAPM systems, 
namely MRP n, JIT and OPT, were analysed. The objective of the analysis was 
to uncover elements that were common to all of the conventional systems. 
3.3.1 CAPM from am MRP I I perspective 
MRP I I is actually combination of concepts. Firstly, it is a type of planning and 
control paradigm. Secondly, it is a technology designed to facilitate 
computation of requirements plans. 
As a planning and control paradigm, MRP II production management operates 
in a functional and hierarchical close loop framework. A detailed description of 
MRP I I can be found in texts by Smith[32], Wild[33] and Vollmann[34]. Broadly 
speaking, MRP I I is organised as modules of Master Production Scheduling 
(MPS)®, Rough Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP), Materials Requirement 
Planning (MRP), Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP) and Shop floor 
control. These modules operates in this manner: 
a) MPS is concerned with the scheduling of end-items and/or final assembly. 
There are various approaches to MPS. One possible approach is to simply 
forward and backward schedule against cumulative lead-time. Another 
approach is to schedule against finite capacity from the inputs of RCCP. 
For details further details of RCCP, refer to articles by Anderson and 
Ostrenga[35]. 
b) MRP is concerned with the scheduling of sub-assembly and component 
items. The inputs (i.e. end-items schedule) for MRP are derived from the 
output of MPS. Hence a hierarchical framework. The typical approach for 
MRP scheduling is to identify the assembly and component items against 
a BOM, each item is then backward scheduled against planned cumulative 
lead-time and/or lead-time calculated from the inputs from CRP, although 
other scheduling strategies can just as well apply. 
c) The shop floor control module is concerned with execution of decisions 
established at the MRP level. The module will also monitor stages of 
execution and feed-back to information to the higher level modules, in 
order to flag any exceptions, such as failure to meet planned schedules. 
Any MRP II-type implementation will have a core computational technique 
known as MRP. In technological terms, an MRP is primarily a tool for the 
calculations of net inventory requirements against a defined BOM. MRP II also 
uses other types of computational techniques. A typical range of computational 
techniques found in any MRP II-type implementation might include Economic 
Order Quantity (EOQ), Lot-for-Lot and Period Order Quantity (POQ) batching 
rules. Others might include a range of forecasting techniques such as running 
® It is useful to note that the term MPS refers to a type of master scheduling peculiar to 
MRP/MRP II environment whereas the term master scheduling refers to the scheduling of end-
items and final assembly in any environment. 
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averages or simple linear regression. For other examples, refer to an overview of 
some MRP I I implementations by Braiden[36]. The point to note is that from a 
technological perspective, MRP II is simply a DSS. 
3.3.2 CAPM from the perspective of J IT 
A key element in any JIT-based system is the Kanban system. The Kanban 
system actually encompasses two underlying concepts. In one respect, Kanban 
corresponds to a particular kind of operational scheduling policy based on 
mutual adjustment. The other aspect of Kanban corresponds to a form of 
scheduling strategy in that work schedules depends entirely on the pace set by 
the worker. In the case of MRP/MRP II systems, work schedules are dictated by 
planned due dates. 
The JIT approach has implications for process planning in that some kind of 
Group Technology (GT) type policy is necessary, i f the Kanban approach is to 
succeed. GT corresponds to Mintzberg's[29] concept of'standardisation of work 
processes' as a control procedure. Therefore, a holistic appreciation of CAPM 
systems should also account for this form of control framework. 
JIT also contrast with MRP U-type CAPM systems in terms of supplier sourcing 
policy. In the case of JIT the approach is based on long term relationships. 
Through long term relationships, supply scheduling policy can also be achieved 
by Kanban or pull scheduling (see Hampton and Cook[37]). The MRP U 
approach is based on the concept of multiple-sourcing and planned due dates. 
Kanban also corresponds to a TPS in that it facilitates the monitoring and 
execution of work without having to generate transaction records for each and 
every work stage. A Kanban can be as simple as coloured balls to enact 
transactions (i.e. movement between resources). In the case of the MRP/MRP II 
approach, its TPS is used to translate information from a requirements plan into 
job cards, which contain details outlining each and every work stage. The cards 
are then transmitted to the job concerned and signed off at the end of each 
stage. 
The enabling technologies for a JIT-type system need not necessarily be 
dissimilar to those used in MRP/MRP II-type systems. For instance, in JIT, the 
approach to schedule end-items (i.e. master schedule) is on the basis of a 
technique known as production smoothing and mixed model production. For a 
detail discussion of this technique refer to the explanation offered by 
Moden[38]. Broadly speaking, the technique involves spreading a lot size in 
equal demands over a planning horizon thus smoothing out the production. The 
mixed model concept involves production of mixed batches of products The 
calculations necessary for production smoothing and mixed model batch sizing 
could be achieved by altering the MRP/MRP II algorithm to mimic the effect of 
production smoothing. This means using the algorithm in MPS and RCCP in an 
iterative fashion: 
a) Step 1 - set out a mixed model schedule on the MPS; 
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b) Step 2 - use the RCCP module to calculate the capacity necessary to meet 
the master schedules; 
c) Step 3 - repeat Step 1 until a smooth loading is achieved (i.e. no 
discrepancy between MPS and RCCP). 
A much more elegant approach is to incorporate a dedicated production 
smoothing algorithm into the MPS and RCCP modules directly. 
3.3.3 CAPM from the perspective off OFT 
The aim of an OPT-type production environment is to balance flow of work; not 
capacity (see McManus[39]). To achieve this management policy, it is necessary 
to recognise the distinction between transfer lot size and process lot size. 
Transfer lot size refers to the quantity of parts to be moved between production 
resources. The process lot size refers to the quantity of items a production 
resource has to work on before a change of set-up is required. In an OPT-type 
environment, the execution of the policy will require a balance between transfer 
and process lot sizes, particularly, in the case of bottleneck resources. 
To help produce a plan necessary for an OPT environment, one has to calculate 
appropriate lot sizes. One approach is to use a DSS with a specialised algorithm 
such as that developed by Goldratt[40]. Another approach is to use a DSS 
designed to support MRP/MRP I I environment but by getting it to mimic the 
OPT effect. Details of the second approach is described in a paper by Swan[4l]. 
In broad terms, this involves the iterative used of MRP and CRP algorithms. 
3.4 The Proposed Generic Framework 
The review of conventional CAPM systems, revealed the following factors: 
a) Al l CAPM systems exhibit a hierarchical framework. 
b) It is wrong to assume that technology itself actually defines a CAPM 
system modus operandi and the role of technology is simply a support 
mechanism. 
c) The closed loop control framework applies to MRP II and OPT systems 
but not JIT, which is closer to the Mintzberg[29] model. 
Having considered the factors listed above, a generic framework was devised 
based on the combination of the management models as listed in the 
Section 3.2. This strategy resulted in a proposed CAPM framework shown in 
Figure 2. 
The proposed generic framework is based on three distinct types of modules: 
a) Management modules; 
b) Transaction process modules; 
c) Database records. 
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3.4.1 Management modules 
A management module corresponds to aspects of a CAPM system concerned 
with decision making. Using Simon's[42] model, a decision making process is 
characterised by three key phases; an 'intelligent' phase, a 'design' phase and a 
'choice' phase. 
The intelligent phase is concerned with identifying the existence of a problem. 
This aspect of the decision process is usually handled by a human with elements 
of a DSS (see Pounds[43] and Ewards[44]) to highlight^problem by indicating 
discrepancies between a planned and an actual phenomenon. 
The design phase is where solutions to a problem is identified and/or devised. 
This is most likely to be handled by a human with elements of a DSS to help 
simulate consequences of solutions. 
The choice phase is the selection of solutions. A management policy may be 
incorporated to define the scope of actions afforded to the human, who is 
responsible for the choice of solution. 
Drawing from Simon's[42] decision model, the characteristics of a management 
module is expected to vary according to: 
a) Management policy instituted; 
b) Decision Support System (DSS) afforded; 
c) User's role in decision making. 
For a complex infrastructure like a CAPM system, it is unlikely that a single 
management module will cover all of its requirement. Drawing from the 
definition of a CAPM system as laid out in chapter one, the management 
modules have be identified as common to any CAPM system: 
a) Master scheduling. This module deals with matters relating to the 
management of end-items and/or final assembly demands and due dates. 
b) Capacity management. This module deals with matters relating to the 
medium term capacity planning and control. 
c) Process planning. This module deals with matters relating to the planning 
and control of routings and set-up times. 
d) Requirements planning. This module deals with the management of sub-
assembly and component items demands and due dates. 
e) Supplier sourcing. This module deals with the management of medium-
term relationship between supplier and client. 
f) Operations scheduling. This module deals with the short-term planning 
and control of due dates and throughput. 
g) Supplier scheduling. This module deals with the scheduling of bought-out 
items. 
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h) Engineering change management. As the name implies, this module deals 
with the management of engineering change. 
The choice of these eight modules is arbitrary but should, nevertheless, form a 
useful basis to study the functionality of any CAPM system. 
3.4.2 Transaction processing module 
A transaction is an activity like the transfer of materials. Often transaction 
records are needed to direct, report on or confirm a transaction. A transaction 
processing module corresponds to aspects concerned with producing transaction 
reports. 
In any CAPM system, it is expected that there are eight types of transaction 
processing corresponding to the monitoring and dispatching of: 
a) production orders; 
b) purchase orders; 
c) inventory and materials; 
d) engineering change. 
The characteristics of each TPS module is expected to vary according to: 
a) transaction processing policy instituted; 
b) Transaction Processing System (TPS) afforded; 
c) User's role in decision making. 
A transaction processing policy defines the way transaction processing is 
enacted. In other words, whether transaction processing is enacted in an on-line 
or manually. 
A TPS is a system designed to support the processing and dispatching of 
transaction records. The TPS can be either fully computerised (thereby enabling 
on-line transaction processing) or partially computerised (where a mixed 
human-machine is used). The user model relates to the individuals who are 
responsible for the functioning of the TPS. 
3.4.3 The Database 
There is a precise meaning to the term 'data'. A data item refers to the symbols 
used to represent facts, knowledge, concepts and instructions of some 
enterprise(see ISO[45]). A collection of related data items is called a record. 
Data records are held in a database. A database is a repository of stored records. 
The enabling technologies for the management of databases ranges from simple 
paper filing systems to automated systems known as Database Management 
Systems (DBMS). 
Any enterprise will require numerous records of data items but in broad terms, 
these records can be classified into three main groups: 
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a) Master records. These records represent information for identification 
purposes and are fairly static. The values of in these records do not change 
often. 
b) Operational records. These records represents information for decision 
making and are fairly dynamic. 
c) Transaction records. These records hold data about transactions and are 
very dynamic. 
3.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has shown that in order to fully comprehend the complexity of a 
CAPM system, its is necessary to appreciate the underlying roles of 
technological, human and policy elements that make-up the system. The 
purpose of the generic CAPM framework is to facilitate analysis in those terms. 
The role of the policy elements (i.e. management and transaction processing) in 
any CAPM system is to define the limits of management decisions. In other 
words, it defines, for instance, how master scheduling is to be effected 
regardless of enabling technology. More to the point, it defines how enabling 
technologies are used. 
The role of the technological element in a CAPM system is to provide support 
for decision making (i.e. DSS), transaction processing (i.e. TPS) and to act as a 
repository of information (i.e. database). In recognising the role of technology in 
this manner, this avoids the potential error of assuming that characteristics of a 
technology actually determines the operations behind a CAPM system. As 
indicated in this chapter, a software algorithm designed to enable calculations 
of requirements according to MRP principles can also be used to enable 
calculation along OPT principles. 
Finally, the human elements in any CAPM system constitute the decision 
makers in the sense that they are responsible for the acceptance of any plans 
(i.e. schedules) generated. Whilst it may be technically possible for an 
automated decision making process, it is not necessarily what occurs in 
practice. Hence, the decision to consider the human users as part of the system 
infrastructure. 
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4 CRITERIA FOR CAPM EFFECTIVENESS AND 
EFFICIENCY 
4 1 Chapter Introduction 
The criteria for CAPM system effectiveness and efficiency, as indicated in 
Chapter 2, vary with one's point of view. In order to cater for a broad church of 
view of effectiveness and efficiency, it would be necessary to accommodate all 
possible views. The problem is what constitutes 'all possible views'? More to 
the point how practicable would it be accommodate every possible view in the 
CAPM audit methodology? 
The approach adopted in this project was not to consider CAPM effectiveness 
and efficiency criteria from individual users' perspectives but from a much 
wider perspective. That means, approaching from the assumption that what 
ultimately counts in any company's performance is to achieve a sustainable 
competitive position. Whatever the infrastructures incorporated into a company 
the aim is to facilitate the achievement of a sustainable competitive position. 
Hence the effectiveness and efficiency of a CAPM system have also to be seen 
from that perspective. 
Having identified the concept of competitiveness as a basis for the effectiveness 
and efficiency of a CAPM system, the question is how does one explain the 
impact of CAPM on competitiveness? 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss a theoretical framework to deal with 
that question. 
4.2 The Concept of Competitiveness 
4.2.1 Competitive forces 
According to Porter[46], the state of competition in an industry is influenced by 
four basic forces, which are diagrammed in Figure 3. The collective strength of 
these forces is the prime determinant of a company's profit potential. The basic 
forces include: 
a) Threat of new entrant. 
b) Bargaining power of suppliers and buyers. 
c) Threat of substitute. 
New entrants to an industry bring new capacity and the desire to gain market 
share. The seriousness of the threat depends on the barriers present. Barriers can 
be manifested in several ways, for instance: 
a) Product differentiation. Brand identification creates a barrier by forcing 
entrants to spend heavily to overcome loyalty. 
b) Access to distribution channels. New entrants must secure channels of 
distribution. Thus barriers can be established by limiting channels of 
distribution. 
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Suppliers can exert bargaining power by raising prices or reducing the quality of 
bought-out items. Companies can become vulnerable to suppliers i f they lack 
alternative sources or i f suppliers have access to more than one customer. 
Likewise, buyers can also exert pressure on price, particularly when they can 
source from a significant range of alternatives. 
Companies selling products with price-performance sensitivity can be 
threatened by substitutes with improved price-performance. To counteract the 
threat, companies can respond either by differentiation or by matching the new 
price-performance equation. 
4.2.2 Generic competitive strategy 
The preoccupation of each company is finding a position within its industry that 
will ensure above average performance. The basis of an above-average 
performance in the long run is sustainable competitive advantage. The 
significance of any company's strength and weakness, and its competitive 
position, is ultimately a function of its ability to adjust its cost structure and its 
ability to differentiate its products. 
According to Porter[46], a company can seek sustainable competitive advantage 
through four generic strategies; cost leadership, differentiation, cost focus and 
differentiation focus. Each of the generic strategies involves a fundamentally 
different route to competitive advantage. The cost leadership and differentiation 
strategies seek competitive advantage in a broad range of industries, while focus 
strategies seek a narrow range. 
4.3 Strategic Chains 
To be in a position to fully appreciate the competitive position of a company, it 
is necessary to identify the mission of a company. An approach to recognising 
the mission of a company is to classify it. Two examples of effort to classify 
companies are represented by Woodward[47], Marucheck and McClelland[48]. 
However, these approaches have tended to be too narrowly focused and gives 
little or no real indication of a company's business mission. 
For instance, in Woodward's[47] case, companies are reduced to entities of 
either 'unit', 'batch' or 'mass' production. Such descriptors do say something 
about the production technology deployed but not the mission of company, 
therefore, giving no clue as to what rationale the technology has in shaping a 
company's competitiveness. 
Another approach is to classify the company according to its core competence; 
that is, in terms of product technology such as computer systems or aerospace 
systems. Whilst it is true that a company has core competence, the competitive 
forces acting on the company are not necessarily uniform. For instance, a 
company manufacturing personal computers and workstations will have core 
competence in computer systems. However, the nature of competition for 
personal computers and workstations is not necessarily the same. Generally 
speaking, personal computers are price sensitive whereas workstations are 
price-feature sensitive. 
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Thus, in order to identify what constitutes the mission or missions of a 
company, Ansoff[49], Gilbert and Strebel[50] stated that one must take into 
account all the activities that are necessary to deliver a product or service that 
meets the expectations of a market. These activities are variously referred to as 
'value chain', 'business units' or 'strategic chain'. For this project the term 
'strategic chain' is preferred. Therefore, rather than considering the company as 
competing in an industry, one should consider the strategic chain as competing 
in an industry. 
4 o 4 T i e Criteria to Beracflyraark Competitiveness 
It is impossible to define very specific criteria to cover all types of strategic 
chain. A more realistic approach is to use broad criteria. Hill[5l] and Garvin[52], 
for instance, suggested that a set of benchmarks known as 'order winning 
criteria'. Examples of order winning criteria are: 
a) Quality of design. This criterion is an indicator of the required product 
features. 
b) Quality of conformance. This criterion defines the degree of conformance 
to specification as required by the market. 
c) Delivery lead-time. This criterion defines the time a customer has to wait 
between the initiation of a customer order and the receipt of the finished 
goods. 
d) Delivery reliability. This criterion defines the ability to deliver the product 
to within quoted time. 
e) Volume flexibility. This criterion defines the ability to satisfy fluctuating 
volumes of demand without compromise to lead-time. 
f) Design flexibility. This criterion defines the ability to produce product to 
customised requirements. 
g) Price competitiveness. This criterion defines the ability to command for 
product value at a level acceptable to the market. 
Order winning criteria provide useful information about the competitive 
position of a company's strategic chain in its chosen market environment. 
Those criteria, however, do not indicate i f a competitive position is sustainable 
or not. Hence, another set of criteria is needed. Drawing from works by Howell 
and Soucy[53], the following criteria have been identified: 
a) Inventory turnover. This criterion is used to identify the total cost of 
inventory incurred by a company. 
b) Availability and reliability of suppliers. These criteria relate to 
Porter's[46] point on the power of supplier and the extent to which a 
company has effectively lock-in their supplier to its strategic chain. 
c) Production lead-time. This criterion is a useful indicator of a company's 
ability to meet delivery requirements. 
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d) Utilisation of bottleneck resources and the availability of non-bottleneck 
resources. These criteria have implications on inventory and throughput. 
As Goldratt and Cox[54] pointed out, maximum utilisation of non-
bottleneck resources results in overproduction whereas poor utilisation of 
bottleneck resources reduces throughput efficiency. 
For want of a term, the second set of criteria is called 'manufacturing 
liabilities'. The term simply describes the degree of liabilities carried in helping 
to establish a competitive position. By combining, order wining criteria and 
manufacturing liability criteria an external and internal view of competitiveness 
is established. 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
The argument as presented in this chapter is that the effectiveness and 
efficiency of a CAPM system is best appreciated by its contribution to a 
company's competitive position. Also this contribution must be viewed not 
from the basis of a company unit but from the perspective of strategic product 
chains. The competitive position of each chain is benchmarked by two sets of 
criteria; 'order wining criteria' and 'manufacturing liabilities'. One of the 
design goals of the CAPM audit is to emphasise these concepts. 
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So JUSTIFYING THE NEED FOR A NEW 
METHODOLOGY 
S o l Chapter Introduction 
Several candidate methodologies were identified and reviewed in order to 
establish i f there was justification for a new methodology. The candidate 
methodologies were extracted from several sources. Here, it is useful to 
distinguish between the terms 'methodology' and 'source'. A methodology is 
defined as a system of methods and principles for the auditing of CAPM system, 
whilst a source refers to methods and principles that may have relevance to the 
evaluation of CAPM system but not necessarily specific to a CAPM system per 
se. 
The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of 
candidate methodologies and the lessons drawn from them are used to justify 
the development of a new methodology. 
5.2 The Search for Candidate Methodologies 
5.2.1 The Search Method 
The search for candidate methodologies had two key considerations: 
a) how to ensure a representative sample of sources and, by implication, 
methodologies? 
b) how to extract relevant methodologies from sample sources? 
To ensure a representative sample of sources, the search area was targeted at 
several specialist interests; operational research, management theories, 
management accounting, and software engineering. 
The underlying methodology in each source were extracted through pair-wise 
classifications. 
5.2.2 An Overview of the Candidate Methodologies 
Category I. This category is represented by sources using the Delphi technique. 
Frizelle[55] introduced a CAPM system implementation methodology consisting 
of three stages. The first stage facilitates the evaluation of obstacles to the 
implementation of CAPM systems. The framework in this stage is based on a 
series of structured questions aimed at identifying resistance to change and the 
extent of financial resources available to implement change. The second stage 
evaluates the installed CAPM system by considering issues of functional 
integration and data accuracy. The last stage is structured to enable the analyst &, 
see the logical trails of previous stages and to use the trails as a basis to identify 
one or several scenarios of optimum CAPM systems based on a list consisting 
of project management, simulation-type system, MRP, JTT to OPT. 
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Platts and Gregory[56] proposed a so-called manufacturing audit approach to 
support the development of a manufacturing strategy. Their manufacturing audit 
consists of three stages. The first stage supports the evaluation of how well a 
company is performing in its market and the threats and opportunities 
confronting it. The second stage supports the evaluation of the strength of the 
company's structure (i.e. plant layout) and infrastructure (i.e. CAPM systems). 
The third stage is designed to enable the analysts to use information from stages 
I and I I to draw one or several plausible manufacturing strategies. 
Rowan and Chatterton[57] proposed a 'production audit' methodology, which 
they used to evaluate both structural (production facilities) and infrastructure 
(organisation, information system) of a company. The methodology requires a 
multi-disciplinary team of specialists to address issues within the realm of their 
expertise. An audit outcome is then produced by collating the findings of the 
specialists. 
Category H. This category is represented by sources using quantitative 
techniques. 
Chandler[58] proposed a method for evaluation of the service performance of 
computer based information systems. The method involves decomposing the 
services of computer systems into activities. A service refers to the outcome 
expected by the user; such as, the search for a file. The search for a file is 
usually composed of activities like authentication, locating and retrieval. 
Performance of such a service is established by comparisons between estimated 
(sum of calculated activity times) and actual service cycle times. 
Bard[59] presented a method aimed, principally, at analysing the effects of 
system automation. The approach involves decomposing a system into sub-
systems. Each of the subsystems is then mathematically linked with a series of 
functional criteria, such as costs, reliability and safety. The mathematical link is 
achieved by a technique known as non-linear multi-objective integer 
programming. The completed model is then subjected to variations in the 
subsystems' characteristics and the effect on functional criteria noted. 
In all the sources uncovered under this category, the only direct application of 
scientific technique to CAPM audit is by Hicks. His approach to CAPM audit 
involves the use of a tool, designed to operate on strict simulation principles, to 
test the effects of plant layout, scheduling rules and data update frequencies. 
According to the report by Hicks et al[60], the simulation tool has three key 
components. The first component consists of modules not dissimilar to those 
found in typical MRP-type CAPM systems. This allows a simulator user to 
generate production plans. The second component consists of modules 
generating random conditions to effect plans generated by the first component. 
The third component provides modules to conduct regression and sensitivity 
analysis. 
Category I I I . This category is represented by sources associated with software 
engineering. Software engineering refers to a disciplined approach to analyse 
software requirements and the crafting of software systems. Many methods have 
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been developed. Al l of these methods have two basic components; a paradigm 
and a set of notations. 
The function of the paradigm is to enforce an orderly software development 
process in accordance with prescribed programming principles. Broadly 
speaking, software systems can be sub-divided into three basic paradigms. 
a) Logic analysis. An example of the method enforcing this paradigm is 
GRAI (see Ridgeway[6i]). 
b) Structured analysis. Examples of methods enforcing this paradigm include 
SSADM and SADT (see Bravoco and Yadav[62]) 
c) Object-orientation. Examples of methods enforcing this paradigm include 
Coad and Yourdon[63]. 
The notations, as used in software engineering, function as graphical and/or 
textual vocabularies for system modelling. 
Category IV. The sources identified in this category represent the use of 'ratio 
analysis' for information system evaluation. 
Buker's[64] work is intended specifically to evaluate MRP I I systems. There are 
three identifiable stages. Firstly, the method involves identifying outputs 
generated by the systems. Secondly, system outputs are expressed as ratios of 
real to ideal outputs. Thirdly, the calculated ratios are discriminated on a scale 
corresponding to Wright's[65] classification. For example, a CAPM system is 
judged to be class A i f the overall performance ratio is rated at 90% or better. 
Matlin[66] propose a method not dissimilar to Buker's[64]. In Matlin's[66] case, 
calculated ratios are compared with an industry ratio. In other words, 
determining i f a company's ratio is above or below the average ratio when 
compared with a similar group of companies. 
Category V. The sources in this category represents techniques which seek to 
measure CAPM system compliance to some prescribed norms. 
Cook[67] formulated a checklist of best practice criteria, against which CAPM 
systems are to be measured. The checklist is deliberately structured to 
emphasise the MRP II framework as the best practice. 
Hansen and Hill's[68] proposal was a checklist to enable the evaluation of good 
practice in the context of electronic data interchange systems. The checklist 
does not apply directly to CAPM systems and it emphasises good practice only 
on issues of data accuracy. 
Miller and Dunn[69] provided a list of pointers on how to subscribe to sound 
MRP principles. Those principles can then be used to establish a good practice 
norm. 
Category VI. This category is represented by sources that use financial 
techniques to evaluate CAPM system. 
Keen[70] described an approach to establish CAPM system effectiveness and 
efficiency using a pseudo 'return on investment' type analysis. The approach 
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requires, firstly, operational measures of performance to be defined (e.g. 
reduction in costs, due date performance). The values of the defined measures 
are then used to decide on a quid pro quo basis, i f the cost of CAPM 
implementation is justified. In other words, deciding if, say, a 10% 
improvement in customer satisfaction justifies a £10,000 CAPM installation. 
Primrose[7i] proposed a method similar to Keen's[70] in the sense that the value 
of information systems is calculated on the basis of return on investment. 
However, the former method requires all of the operational measures to be 
expressed in monetary form. 
Category V I I . This category is represented by sources that seek to establish an 
appropriate match between CAPM system type and the context in which they 
operate. 
Grunwald and Van Der Linden's[72] methodology used a network analysis 
technique to typify production or, more specifically, scheduling requirements. 
The next stage is to test the different classes of scheduling requirement against 
MRP, JIT and OPT using simulation techniques. The system that exhibits the 
best result is deemed the optimal solution. 
Barber and Hollier's[73] work was concerned with identifying an optimal CAPM 
system for each company-type. Their work has two identifiable stages. The first 
stage involves applying numerical taxonomy on the following variables: 
a) market/customer environment; 
b) product complexity; 
c) the nature and complexity of manufacturing operations; 
d) supplier environments; 
e) company structure and manufacturing policies. 
The result of the first stage provides a classification of companies. In the second 
stage, an optimum CAPM structure is defined by making comparisons between 
successful and unsuccessful companies with each type grouping. 
Boaden and Dale[74] proposed a method to evaluate Computer Integrated 
Manufacture (CIM). The method is based on a series of structured questions 
designed to elicit users' expectations of CIM. The performance of each existing 
system is established by comparing the user's expectation and the characteristics 
of the system installed. 
McGarrie and Kochhar[75] developed a methodology consisting of two stages. 
The first stage involves the establishment of the uncertainty, complexity and 
flexibility attributes in a given manufacturing system. In the second stage, the 
methodology recommends a CAPM system from a range that include Order-
point, MRP, MRP I I , Kanban and OPT systems. The selected CAPM system is 
one that will satisfy the attributes of the context in which it is to operate. 
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1.3 Analysis of Candidate Methodologies 
5.3.1 Method of analysis 
For this project, the issue of whether a candidate methodology is appropriate 
rests on how well it addresses these questions: 
a) Is the methodology flexible enough to cope with the problems in a partial 
audit scenario? 
b) Does the methodology engage the client in the audit? 
c) Does it support the concept of competitiveness as the basis for CAPM 
effectiveness and efficiency? 
d) Does the methodology address the problem of CAPM systems at an 
appropriate level of abstraction? 
These questions follows from the requirements of a CAPM audit outlined in 
Chapter Two, Chapter Three and Chapter Four. 
5.3.2 Result of Analysis 
The result of the analysis is summarised in Table 1. 
Category I . The sources in this category will easily satisfy the criteria on 
flexibility and a team-oriented approach. One methodology, by Platts and 
Gregory[56], offers useful clues to enable the evaluation of CAPM systems from 
the perspective of their impact on competitiveness. The other methodologies are 
lacking in their emphases on competitiveness and how CAPM system can 
impact it. However, all methodologies fail in terms of abstractions; they treat 
CAPM system as abstractions of either MRP, MRP I I , JIT or OPT. The major 
problem with those abstractions is that they hide the underlying source of failure 
by not recognising that the CAPM system is a complex aggregates of social as 
well as technological factors. 
Category II . From the perspective of criterion-related validity, one could argue 
that quantitative techniques offer a highly objective methodology. Objective in 
the sense that quantitative techniques require the use of hard measures that can 
be verified. However, the emphasis on hard measures does restrict its 
application in a partial audit scenario where access to data may be restricted. 
From the perspective of construct validity, quantitative techniques offer a 
transparent way of testing constructs of CAPM system failure. Transparent in 
the sense that the trail leading to the conclusion of CAPM failure can be traced 
and repeated without biases. 
The level of abstractions that these candidate methodologies handle is also very 
restrictive. Chandler's[58] methodology restricts analysis to issues of data 
accuracy, Hick's technique[60] is restricted to MRP II type CAPM systems and 
Bard's[59] technique to problems that can be represented in multi-objective 
linear programming, none of which meets the requirement of a CAPM audit. 
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None of the candidate methodologies dealt specifically with the question of 
competitiveness. 
Finally, these methodologies are not appropriate for a team-oriented audit 
approach. This problem is inherent in quantitative techniques in that they 
require highly specialised vocabularies. 
Category ML These methodologies are useful for the modelling of CAPM 
systems in an orderly fashion and they lack# any reference to any particular 
technology. They are also generic in the sense that they can facilitate abstraction 
of any potential CAPM system to any depth. However, any resulting model of a 
CAPM system is severely restricted to the semantics of the modelling notations 
and it will require expertise to manage the methodology. This drawback will 
likely hinder a team-oriented approach to auditing. In terms of its applicability 
to a partial audit scenario, there are no clear criteria to suggest that the 
methodologies are inappropriate. What is clear is that the candidate 
methodologies lack explicit reference to the issues of competitiveness. 
Category IV. These methodologies seemed to provide objective information. 
However, unless the ratios are properly dimensioned, the methodology offers 
little in appreciating the rationale for system failure or otherwise. Also, the 
highly structured procedure makes the methodology inappropriate in partial 
auditing scenarios. 
Category V. These methodologies raise questions about their construct validity. 
Particularly since they are aimed at measuring systemsagainst prescribed 'good 
practice' benchmarks, one has to ask; what is good practice? 
These methodologies could also have the effect of drawing conclusions to a 
particular prejudice rather than actually reveal why an installed system has 
failed. 
Category V I . The methodologies in this category approach the evaluation of 
the impact of CAPM systems in monetary terms and will provide an attractive 
expression of value. However, getting the information to verify the monetary 
value of a system will present a significant challenge in partial audit scenarios. 
Category V I I . The construct validity of these methodologies is questionable. 
These methodologies relies on statistical correlation to establish CAPM system 
types (i.e. MRP, JIT, OPT) against company type. This raises two basic 
questions: 
a) These correlations are established at a very high level of abstraction, so 
can they pin-point failure of real life systems? 
b) How accurate are the variables used to classify companies? 
5.4 ClhiapHeir Saninniinrairy 
The search for candidate methodologies revealed alternatives, which falls' into 
seven broad categories; Delphi-type technique, mathematical techniques, 
software engineering techniques, ratio analysis, 'good-practice' benchmarking, 
financial analysis, and qualitative optimisation. These approaches, on their own. 
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were found to be unsuitable in both methodological and practical terms. 
However, they have certain strengths. Hence, the project strategy is to build 
upon the strengths of the alternatives identified in this chapter instead of 
creating an audit from scratch. 
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6. DESIGNING T H E CAPM AUDIT 
6.1 Chapter Introduction 
A CAPM Audit has been created from the principles described in the previous 
chapters. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the design decisions 
involved in translating the principles into a working framework. 
6.2 The Proposed Audit Framework 
Lessons from the analysis of the problem of auditing and the exploration of 
candidate methodologies suggest a team-oriented approach for the CAPM audit 
as the best option. However, several problems were identified in a team 
orientated approach. Firstly, there is the problem of delegation. Secondly, there 
is the problem of ensuring a cohesive audit process. 
To address those problems, it was decided that a four stage audit framework 
would be the best basis for a CAPM audit. The four stages are: 
a) Stage I - Establish the context; 
b) Stage I I - System analysis; 
c) Stage I I I - Impact analysis; 
d) Stage IV - Problem analysis. 
A functional model of the framework is shown in Figure 4. 
The overall design strategy calls for a workbook-based support mechanism. The 
workbook is to consist of worksheets to facilitate the creation of audit trails. 
The choice of a workbook-based mechanism is based on two considerations: 
a) a framework to facilitate ease of methodology transfer; 
b) a flexible medium to ease the creation of audit trails. 
6.3 The Design of Stage I 
The design goal called for a framework to help the audit team analyse a 
company from the perspective of strategic chains. What the audit team has to do 
in this stage is to examine three groups of characteristics associated with each 
chain: 
a) Group I characteristics relate to sales revenue, contributions, growth 
potential, market share and potential competitors. By analysing the 
strategic chains in these terms, the intention is to reveal the value of each 
chain and, hence facilitate the determination of the weighting of the 
impacts which the CAPM system should deliver. 
b) Group II characteristics relate to the product position, product structure, 
number of components, and the percentage of bought-out items associated 
with each chain. The intention here is to reveal the nature of the product 
associated with each chain and, therefore, the complexity of the 
production management environment. 
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c) Group I I I characteristics relate to the organisational structure of the 
company. The intention here is to reveal the scope required of the CAPM 
system. 
Three worksheets have been designed to support the tasks in this stage. The 
worksheets are designated 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Worksheet 1.1 is intended to capture 
information relating to Group I criteria, Worksheet 1.2 that relating to Group I I 
criteria and Worksheet 1.3 that relating to Group I I I criteria. Al l three 
worksheets, whilst designed to capture and retain different types of information, 
share the same structure. A schematic of the worksheets is illustrated in Figure 
5. 
Each worksheet consists of a series of rows and columns. Each row defines a 
strategic chain based on an identified product family. Each column identifies a 
particular characteristic about the strategic chain. 
6.4 The Design of Stage I I 
The design goal for this stage was for a framework to enable the comparison of 
any installed CAPM systems from the perspective of the generic CAPM 
framework defined in chapter three. This approach represents a CAPM system 
as comprising of management modules, transaction processing modules and a 
database. 
Management modules. The design strategy here is to explore issues of policies 
(i.e. rules on how decisions are processed), DSS capabilities and user 
characteristics. 
Transaction processing modules. The problems of transaction processing can 
frequently be attributed to a mismatch between processing capabilities and the 
volume of data to be processed. Therefore, the design strategy here was 
facilitate the investigation of transaction volumes, transaction policies (i.e. rules 
on how transaction processing is to be instituted) and the capabilities of the 
TPS. 
Database. The design strategy here is to consider issues relating to the integrity, 
concurrency, data accuracy and data independence of the CAPM database. 
Using the terms and definitions by Date[76], four criteria are as follows: 
a) Integrity. This is an indication of the completeness of a database. In other 
words, whether a database has completely captured all of the facts and 
knowledge it is supposed to represent. 
b) Concurrency. This is an indication of a database ability to support 
multiple access to the same data value. 
c) Data accuracy. This is an indication of how contemporaneous the 
database is when measured against the facts the system is supposed to 
represent. 
d) Data independence. This is an indication of how amenable the database is 
to technological changes. 
Three different worksheets have been designed to support this stage. The 
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worksheets are designated 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. In the design of the worksheets, two 
design alternatives were explored: 
a) Alternative I - Establish a system of worksheets to facilitate graphical 
modelling. 
b) Alternative I I - Establish a system of worksheets to facilitate modelling in 
normal English. 
Alternative I would have necessitated the provision of graphical notations to 
represent the characteristics of any CAPM system. This would require very 
significant design effort plus a considerable effort to communicate the syntax of 
the sets of graphical notations to the user, thus adding to the complication of 
methodology transfer. Since English is a common form of communication, 
Alternative II would present less problem for methodology transfer, although it 
is recognised that textual input is frequently not exact. 
Worksheet 2.1 is designed to hold information relating to the management 
modules in a CAPM system. The worksheet consists of six segments to be 
completed (see Figure 6). Segment {1} requires the name of the particular 
module being examined (i.e. master scheduling, capacity planning, etc.). 
Segment {2} requires the name of any product family(ies) affected by the 
module. Segment {3} requires a description of the management policy. 
Segment {4} requires a description of the DSS that forms part of the module 
being examined. Segment {5} requires a description of the user (i.e. decision 
maker and support staff) that forms part of the module. Segment {6} requires a 
convenient designator (i.e. user define code) to identify the user involve. 
Worksheet 2.2 is designed to hold information relating to transaction 
processing modules in a CAPM system. This worksheet has seven segments (see 
Figure 7). Segment {1} requires the name of the particular module being 
examined (i.e. dispatching jobs, monitoring purchase orders). Segment {2} 
requires the name of the product family(ies) affected. Segment {3} requires the 
number of transactions involved. Segment {4} requires a description of the 
transaction processing policy instituted. Segment {5} requires a description of 
the TPS. Segment {6} requires a brief description of the user involved. 
Segment {7} requires a convenient designator to identify the user involve. 
Worksheet 2.3 is designed to enable an auditor to note the update interval, 
accessibility and record medium of each data record type from the perspective 
of a particular CAPM user. A schematic of the worksheet is shown in Figure 8. 
Items of information should be presented as follows: 
a) Segment {1} will have an indication of the product family(ies) affected. 
b) Segment {2} will have an indication of the update interval of record 1 
from the perspective of User 1. 
c) Segment {3} will have an indication of the accessibility of record 1 from 
the perspective of User 1. 
d) Segment {4} will have an indication of the medium in which record 1 is 
held from the perspective of User 1. 
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Note that the user designation should correspond with those identified in 
worksheets 2.1 and 2.2. 
The design of Worksheet 2.3 is restricted to the analysis of ten record types: 
a) Item master; 
b) Work centre; 
c) Statistical; 
d) Master schedules; 
e) Requirements plans; 
f) Process plans; 
g) Inventory status; 
h) Shop floor status; 
i) Purchase order status; 
j ) Engineering change status. 
This list of record types is considered representative of the basic types found in 
any CAPM system. 
6.5 The Design of Stage I I I 
The design goal required a framework to enable the exploration of the strategic 
chains of a company as the target components of a CAPM system. This means 
that the competitive position of each chain is established as the basis on which 
the impact (i.e. the effectiveness and efficiency) generated by a CAPM system 
is determined. 
The competitiveness of each chain shall be benchmarked against order winning 
criteria and manufacturing liabilities. 
The framework was also required to be designed in such a way that it allowed 
the audit team to use whatever measures, direct or surrogates, which were 
available as long they correlated with the criteria listed in chapter four. The 
rationale behind this design decision was to attempt to ensure flexibility. 
For the purpose of audit trail, the audit team must also quantify the 
competitiveness on a standardised scale. The idea of presenting findings on a 
standardised scale is to enable the clear communication of the magnitude of 
each measure. Several candidate scaling systems were considered. Principally 
these were the Likert scales, Guttman scale and semantic differential scale. 
The Likert scales, also called summated scales, are commonly used in the social 
science research community (see Torgerson[77]). The scaling system consists of 
a set of statements which reflects favourably or unfavourably on a particular 
attitude. For instance, for this project, a statement like "the company's 
inventory-turn measure is satisfactory" could be formulated and the respondent 
could then register i f they agree or disagree with that statement. To be more 
sophisticated the agreement or disagreement categories can be expanded to 
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indicate shades of agreement or disagreement. The problem with this approach 
is having to establish the number of statement sets per criterion of CAPM 
system effectiveness and efficiency. The number of performance criteria 
involved would have entailed very significant design effort. 
The Guttman scale is intended to enable the scaling of qualitative data but also 
to reduce the effect of inaccuracies caused by distractions or inconsistencies 
(see Guttman[78]). For such a scale to work, will require not just one but several 
like-minded individuals to provide their binary (i.e. good or bad) responses to a 
statement about a measure. The sample of responses wil l enable the 
identification of consistency. However, it will also be necessary to ensure that 
any results are not just a product of chance. Thus, the measure will have to be 
correlated with one or more control statements. 
The semantic differential scale consists of a set of bipolar adjectives with, 
usually, a seven point scale between the adjectives (see Osgood[79]). A concept 
is presented to the respondent and all that he or she has to do is to mark off on 
the scale which adjective is closest in meaning. For instance, a respondent 
could be asked to indicate i f the price of goods he is selling is low or high as 
compared to the competition. 
Clearly, both Likert and Guttman scaling systems require significant design 
effort. They also do not facilitate, say, results of order winning criteria to be 
expressed in one broad format. The auditor can only view the criteria one-by-
one. 
With the semantic scaling system, it is possible to see and deal with multiple 
criteria in one broad format, which is very useful in providing clues to possible 
coupling in criteria that may exist. Hence, the decision was to design a 
worksheet based on the principle of semantic scaling. 
6.6 The Design of Stage IV 
The design goal calls for a Delphi framework to identify the weakness of the 
installed CAPM system. The Delphi framework is a form of structured 
consensus analysis. The structured aspect of the framework means that the audit 
team is expected to substantiate their final result based only on evidence from 
the previous stages. The consensus aspect implies a team-oriented analysis. 
Initially, it was felt that this stage of the audit could benefit from using the 
mechanism found in the methodology of Platts and Gregory[56]. The advantage 
of that format is its ability to enable an auditor to construct multiple correlations 
between components of CAPM systems and the competitive dimensions (i.e. 
order winning and manufacturing liabilities criteria). The disadvantage was its 
fixed structure, which restricts the amount of information that can be held. 
Although its design was intended to enable group discussion, the fixed structure 
does not allow for alternative views to be captured easily. 
For the CAPM audit, it was decided that the design of the framework be based 
on the Ishikawa's[80] 'fish-bone' concept. It provides a simple approach to 
present the correlation between 'cause' and 'effect'. The fish-bone framework 
is flexible enough to enable the audit to accommodate as much detail as 
required. Its flexibility would also be such that alternative views on single 
causal factors can be captured, thus, making it more natural for group 
discussion. Most importantly, the 'fish-bone' concept is a relatively mature 
framework. It is widely used, particularly in quality control, so it should be 
fairly familiar to any potential auditor or client, thereby, easing the use of the 
CAPM audit methodology. 
6.7 Chapter Summary 
It was decided to structure CAPM audit into four key stages. The structure was 
designed to ensure that the audit would be manageable in the context of a team-
oriented approach. 
It was also decided to support the audit by a workbook. The choice of a 
workbook support mechanism is based on two main considerations: 
a) to facilitate ease of methodology transfer; 
b) to facilitate the creation of audit trails. 
The proposed CAPM audit framework is presented in workbook form in 
Volume I I of this thesis. 
7. AUDIT EVALUATION 
7.1 Chapter Introduction 
The CAPM Audit was subjected to a series of trial runs. The mission of the trial 
was to determine i f the audit design goals, as described in chapter six, could be 
met in real life scenarios. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the trial proceedings and lessons 
gained from the trials. It is not the purpose of this chapter to present conclusions 
about the companies involved in the trials. 
7.2 Method of Evaluation 
7.2.1 The terms of reference 
For the purpose of the trials, six collaborating companies were chosen as case 
clients. The nature of the companies is as follows: 
a) Client A. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £10m. It has 
approximately 200 employees, and manufactures medium scale industrial 
bearings. 
b) Client B. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £60m. It has 
approximately 300 employees, and manufactures large scale cranes and 
winches. 
c) Client C. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £450 K. It has 
approximately 10 employees, and manufactures a wide range of 
customised jigs and fixtures. 
d) Client D. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £19m. It has 
approximately 300 employees and manufactures fabricated steelworks. 
e) Client E. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £15m. It has 
approximately 300 hundred employees. Its core businesses are the 
manufacture large internal combustion engines and turbines. 
f) Client F. This client generates an annual sales turnover of £25m. It has 
approximately 200 employees. Its core businesses are the manufacture of 
large power transformaters and electrical machines. 
The chosen clients were considered 'worst case' scenarios for the following 
reasons: 
a) These companies had complex environments that cannot be described by 
simple company or manufacturing classification (e.g. MTO, batch, or 
volume). This presents significant challenges in establishing the 
requirements for the CAPM system. 
b) These companies had highly fragmented CAPM systems in software, 
hardware and architectural terms. Hence, it is difficult to classify their 
systems within the more conventional categories of MRP, MRP II or JIT. 
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c) These companies had little or no formal strategy for CAPM system 
evaluation. This presents a potential problem with the collection of data 
necessary for the evaluation of such systems. 
The terms of reference for the conduct of the trials were as follows: 
a) The whole audit proceedings, from initiation to submission of the audit 
report, would be restricted to a period of no more than two months. 
b) Access to information would be restricted to that specifically permitted by 
the client. 
These terms of reference were conditions considered typical of a partial audit 
environment. 
7.2.2 Trial procedure 
The audit was applied according to the procedure described in the CAPM audit 
workbook (see Volume II) in each of the six chosen scenarios. The difficulties 
encountered in the application of the procedure were evaluated. 
Since the audit is composed of four independent stages, each of the stages was 
evaluated according to its particular objectives. 
7.3 Evaluating Stage I of the CAPM Audit 
7.3.1 Trial objective 
This stage of the audit requires the auditor to perform the following tasks: 
a) Identify the range of products which each company manufactures, and 
then classify the range into families. Each family identified shall then 
form the basis of the company's strategic chain. 
b) Establish the relative commercial value of each chain according to the 
procedure defined in worksheet 1.1 of the workbook. 
c) Establish the manufacturing complexity of each chain according to the 
procedure defined in worksheet 1.2 of the workbook. The completed 
worksheet is then expected to provide knowledge of the information 
necessary to enable production to be controlled. 
d) Establish the organisational infrastructure assigned to each chain as 
defined in worksheet 1.3 of the workbook. The completed workbook is 
expected to provide knowledge about the scope of manufacturing and the 
management framework (i.e. whether the chains are managed 
independently or together). 
Descriptions of the procedures associated with worksheets 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are 
found in pages 1 to 6 of the workbook. 
The trial objective here was to identify any difficulties in complying with the 
prescribed procedure. 
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7.3.2 Ca§® scenarios 
The trials were conducted under the following circumstances. 
Client A. This client has three recognisable product families: 
a) Marine bearings; 
b) Industrial bearings; 
c) Ball/Roller bearings. 
The products in all three families were made-to-order. The structure of products 
for family (a) and (b) are fairly deep (i.e. between 6 to 10 levels in BOM terms). 
In the case of (c), the structure is shallow (i.e. 1 to 5 levels in BOM terms). 
Al l products share the same production resources and are manufactured on a 
single site. 
The client's management structure is illustrated in Figure 9, which suggests a 
common production management framework. 
Client IB. This client has four recognisable families of product, which are 
known as 'main contracts', 'subcontracts', 'spares' and 'mini stand-alone 
business'. The nature of each product varies considerably: 
a) Main contracts are Engineer-To-Order (ETO) products with very deep 
product structures. 
b) Subcontracts are Made-To-Order (MTO) products with varying product 
structures (i.e. ranging from very shallow to very deep). 
c) Spares are Made-To-Order (MTO) products with very shallow product 
structure. 
d) 'Mini stand-alone business' are Made-To-Stock (MTS) products with very 
shallow product structure. 
The client's organisational structure consists of seven autonomous business 
units (see Figure 10). Each unit manufactures a combination of product (a), (b) 
and (c). Only one of the unit is dedicated to the manufacture of unit (d). 
Client C. This client does not have recognisable families of product. Instead the 
client categorises its business according to the type of relationships enjoyed by 
its customer. These classifications equates to: 
a) Regular customers are those with long term subcontracting relationships. 
b) Irregular customers are those with fairly long term subcontracting 
relationships. 
c) Rare customers are those with only one-off subcontracting relationships. 
All products are MTO type with structures varying from very shallow to 
shallow. 
All products are manufactured on a single production site. 
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This client management structure is shown in Figure 11, suggesting a single 
management framework for all products. 
Client B>. This client has three identifiable product families: 
a) Steel bridges and other welded fabrications; 
b) Beam and column steelworks for buildings; 
c) Water storage tanks. 
Al l products are ETO or MTO. Al l products have fairly deep product structures. 
Production is distributed across two independent sites but the management 
structure shown in Figure 12 suggests a single management framework for all 
products. 
Client E . The client's family of products comprises. 
a) Diesels engines; 
b) Steam turbines; 
c) Spares. 
Al l products are engineered to order. Products in family (a) and (b) have very 
deep product structure, whereas (c) has very shallow product structure. 
Production is distributed across two independent sites but the management 
structure as shown in Figure 13, suggests a single management framework for 
all products. 
Client F. This client has three identifiable families of products: 
a) Power transformers; 
b) Electrical machines; 
c) Distribution transformers. 
Power transformers and electrical machines are engineered to order, whereas 
distribution transformers are assembled to order. All products have fairly deep 
product structures. 
The client is a confederation of two autonomous business units (see Figure 14). 
Each unit has its own separate manufacturing and production management 
framework. One unit is dedicated to the manufacture of power transformers and 
the other is dedicated to the manufacture of electrical machines and distribution 
transformers. 
7.3.3 Result of evaluation 
The items of information necessary for this stage of the audit were generally 
accessible. The only problems encountered were: 
a) The identification of product families for Client C. 
b) Completing worksheet 1.3 
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Point (a). The difficulty of Client C was that there were no clear product 
families, which initially seemed to suggest that only one family was involved. 
However, on further reflection it was noted that some kind of product 
differentiation was in place, except that it was not based on items of 
manufactured goods. Instead the concept of product differentiation should be 
seen in terms of services provided. This approach could not be detected in the 
audit procedure as originally proposed. 
Point (b). Worksheet 1.3 requires the auditor to identify a business unit as the 
area where manufacturing and production management occurs independently. 
The worksheet was designed to assume that a company may have the option of 
assigning a number of strategic product chains to a single manufacturing unit or 
to assign one unit for each chain. The assumption was appropriate only for 
clients A, B, C and F. In the cases of D and E, the assumption was invalidated 
by the fact that, whilst the companies had established different sites for 
specialised production processes, all of those different sites shared the same 
production management framework. Therefore, the concept of a business unit 
had to be redefined in the audit. 
7.4 Evaluating Stage I I of the Audit 
7.4.1 Trial objective 
This stage of the audit requires the auditor to analyse the CAPM system by 
comparison with a generic framework. The audit procedure is as follows: 
a) Identify the management modules, transaction processing modules and 
database modules of the installed CAPM system. 
b) For each of the modules analyse its characteristics as defined in 
worksheets 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 which are provided to support this task (see 
pages 7 to 22 of the workbook). 
The trial objective was to determine the difficulty of complying to the 
prescribed audit procedure. 
7.4.2 Case scenarios 
The management policies for all of the collaborating companies are as noted in 
Table 2. In general most companies had no formal policy for master scheduling, 
process planning, and vendor scheduling. However, only one company had no 
formal policy for capacity management, and the same company had no formal 
policy for requirements planning, An assessment of the hardware and software 
provisions in each collaborating company is as follows: 
Client A. The CAPM system was based on a combination of stand-alone 
Personal Computers (PC) and a Mainframe system. The mainframe supported 
MAAPICS. The client's PC supported in-house developed software, process 
planning software and a CAD system. Information on software features were 
obtained from informal discussion with CAPM users and observations of system 
operations. 
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Client B. Like its corporate structure, the client's CAPM systems were also 
fragmented. Each individual unit maintained their own CAPM system. The only 
common thread was that all units used a mixture of mainframe and PCs. The 
mainframe supported an MRP II-type system (developer unknown) whilst the 
PCs supported in-house developed systems. 
Client Co The installed CAPM system was a combination of PCs based and 
manual systems. The software, in-house developed, supported basic stock 
control and transaction processing. 
Client D. The CAPM system was based on a collection of PCs, some 
networked, the majority being stand-alone. The PC supported a vendor system 
known as EFACS and several in-house developed software programs. 
Knowledge about EFACS was obtainable from user guides. Knowledge of the 
in-house developed systems was difficult to obtain as there was no 
documentation and the system developers were not available for interview. 
Client E . The client uses a mixture of stand-alone PCs and a Mainframe. The 
mainframe supports MRP II-type software modules. The PCs support 
transaction processing and process planning software modules. The systems 
were obtained from separate vendors. 
7.4.3 Result of evaluation 
Worksheet 2.1. This worksheet requires CAPM users to supply information 
relating to policy and DSS characteristics. 
Most CAPM users were unable to articulate the policy element of each module. 
One possibility for this could be that the choice of CAPM users was 
inappropriate. The other possibility that this could have been due to: 
a) A lack of written policy statements. 
b) The application of ad hoc policy. 
A lack of written policy did not necessarily imply that there was no policy. It 
was suggested by the CAPM users that unwritten rules, usually in the form of 
'rule of thumb', were applied. For instance, in the majority of the cases, a 
shortest lead-time policy was instituted for operational scheduling problems and 
none of this was noted as official policy . 
The trial also noted that ad hoc policies were often applied. Ad hoc policies are 
those which are capable of being adjusted according to circumstances. For 
example, it was noted that the collaborating companies tended to change policy 
when there was a change in a key decision maker. 
The problem encountered in the trial was identifying and differentiating 
between 'rule of thumb' policies and ad hoc policies. 
The difficulty of the task of establishing the characteristics of each DSS varied 
significantly. In a situation where 'off-the shelf systems were used, it was 
possible to rely on user-guides, sales brochures and interviews with vendors to 
obtain appropriate information. However, the in-house developed systems 
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proved problematic because there were no written materials for reference. Even 
the users of these systems were not necessarily aware of the capability of their 
systems. 
Worksheet 2.2. There were considerable problems in supplying measures for 
the criterion; 'number of transactions'. This was partly due to confusion as to 
what constituted a transaction. 
Worksheet 2.3. The problem at this point related primarily to semantics. For 
instance, the audit required the auditor to analyse the 'statistical records' 
component of the client's database. However, the collaborating companies had 
difficulties in establishing the meaning of the phrase 'statistical records'. 
7.5 Evaluating Stage IH of the Audit 
7.5.1 Trial objective 
This stage of the audit requires the auditor to calculate the impact of the 
installed CAPM system on the client's competitiveness. The prescribed audit 
procedure is as follows: 
a) Identify measures that correlate with the criteria listed in worksheet 3.1 of 
the workbook. Then benchmark each measure with an appropriate basis 
for comparison. 
b) Identify measures that correspond with the criteria listed in worksheet 3.2 
of the workbook. Then benchmark each measure with an appropriate basis 
for comparison. 
(Descriptions of Worksheets 3.1 and 3.2 are in pages 23 to 28 of the workbook). 
The aim of the trial was to identify problems experienced in completing this 
stage according to the prescribed procedure. 
7.5.2 Case scenarios 
The trials were applied under the circumstances as summarised in Table 3 and 
Table 4. 
7.5.3 Result of evaluation 
The most significant problem encountered during this stage of the trials was to 
establish measures for each of the performance criteria within the time frame 
which was agreed at the onset of the trials' terms of reference. With the 
exception of client C, the audit team could only sample about 20% of the 
required measures for benchmarking for all the other collaborating companies. 
Ideally, a sample size of 70% would offer a more reliable and possibly 
statistically valid result. 
The key reason for the inability to produce an ideal sample size could be 
attributed to the virtual absence of information, in most cases, and therefore the 
need for extensive 'walk through' analysis. Walk through analysis here refers to 
a process of reconstructing data from the raw form. For instance, in the 
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calculation of inventory turnover, one could produce estimated measures by 
investigating the production costs. The limited time frame conspired against 
completion of this walk through analysis. 
7.6 Evaluating Stage IV of the Audit 
7.6.1 Trial objectives 
This stage requires the auditor to identify any weaknesses in the installed 
CAPM system. The prescribed procedure is as follows: 
a) Several independent experts are asked to individually produce their 
correlations between the installed CAPM system modules and the 
performance criteria (as listed in worksheet 3.1 and 3.2) on worksheet 4. 
The experts are constrained to identify correlations based only on 
evidence obtained during stage one, stage two and stage three of the audit 
and nothing else. 
b) Having presented their individual viewpoints, the experts are then 
expected to challenge each other and then draw up a consensual view. 
The prescribed procedure is detailed in the workbook in volume 2, pages 29 to 
30. 
The aims of the trial in this stage was to determine any difficulties in the 
completing the audit according to this procedure. 
7.6.2 Case scenarios 
A team of experts, chosen from the collaborating companies, was asked to 
complete Stage IV and their reactions noted. 
The team was also asked to respond to a set of structured questions about the 
CAPM audit framework. The survey questions (see Appendix A) were 
structured to establish their attitude towards a number of factors: 
a) Factor A. The ability of the audit to reveal the client's competitive 
position. 
b) Factor B. The ability of the audit to help establish the client's CAPM 
system characteristics in a holistic manner. 
c) Factor C. The ability of the audit to help establish the correlation between 
the client's CAPM system and its impact on competitiveness. 
The survey involved participants of the audit proceedings, with the expertise as 
summarised in Table 5. 
7.6.3 Result of evaluation 
The result of the survey is summarised in Table 6. 
The trials indicated that there was a tendency to drift substantially beyond the 
scope of the audit. The drift contributed significantly to a perceived miss-match 
between Stage IV and previous stages by highlighting problems that had no 
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substantive audit trails. The drift could also be attributed to problems of having 
to cope with the mass of audit trails generated and the difficulty to draw 
inferences within the prescribed time frame. This may also have contributed to 
the poor level of agreement (33% of survey respondents) that Stage IV could 
satisfy its design goal. 
There was also a tendency to debate trivial points, such as which causal factors 
ought to be represented with which branch in Worksheet 4. 
7.7 Ciapter Summsiry 
The design of the CAPM audit appears to be fundamentally sound. However, 
lessons from the trials revealed two areas as appropriate for further work: 
a) Improve the audit support mechanism (i.e. the workbook) by including 
more worked examples. 
b) Establish a much more efficient method of enabling audit teams to draw 
inferences from highly extensive audit trails. 
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®. DISCUSSION 
The main deliverable of this project is a workbook-based, Delphi type, CAPM 
audit which is designed to evaluate the performance of an operational system. 
The CAPM audit was designed to be sufficiently flexible to be applicable to a 
wide range of audit scenarios. The results from the trial runs and the 
development exercises indicated that the goal is attainable, although the 
development programmes were necessarily restricted. The trials also failed to 
reveal any significant design flaws, measured against the project's terms of 
reference. 
The audit was deliberately designed to enable a CAPM system be judged in 
terms of its impact on competitiveness. McFarlan[8i], Porter and Millar[82] 
have proposed similar methodologies. To really appreciate its uniqueness, it is 
necessary to consider the fundamental paradigm behind the CAPM audit. 
Firstly, the CAPM audit has been designed to help users to appreciate the 
linkage between the detail abstractions of CAPM systems (i.e. management 
modules, transaction processing modules and database) with competitive forces. 
By approaching the problem from this level of abstraction, it becomes much 
easier to translate the audit findings into further actions. In comparison, 
McFarlan's[8i] methodology, for instance, deals with the linkage between 
information system and competitiveness only in very general terms. It is 
difficult, ultimately, to translate his audit results into meaningful actions. The 
generic CAPM framework proposed in this thesis also does not involve any 
reference to any particular management approach or technology. The auditor is 
thus encouraged to adopt a mindset that wil l not lead to pre-judgement of 
CAPM systems. No evidence could be found for the use of this approach in 
previous work. 
Secondly, in a search for candidate methodologies, no equivalent methodologies 
were found within the production management domain. Many publications in 
production management deal with CAPM systems effectiveness and efficiency 
as a matter of 'good practice'. The CAPM audit approach presented here which 
correlates system with effectiveness, explicitly, is apparently unique. 
Thirdly, the CAPM audit was not designed purely on the basis of production 
engineering. The design was based on fundamental principles drawn from a 
wide range of subject areas including computing, management and works on 
competitiveness (see chapters three and four). The resulting audit is thus 
capable of bridging the multi-disciplinary factors that are clearly characteristics 
of CAPM systems. This, in turn, helps to engender a more holistic appraisal of 
CAPM system performance. Many other candidate methodologies, that have 
been proposed tend to treat the issues of CAPM systems only from the 
perspective of a single discipline; for instance, to consider CAPM systems only 
as an operational research problem. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this work was to design and test an audit methodology to 
determine the effectiveness and efficiency of an installed CAPM system. The 
requirement was for a methodology which would facilitate a private audit and 
also cope with situations ranging from a partial (with restricted access to 
information) to a complete audit. 
The initial task was to define the scope of the audit. It was considered that a 
valid and useful outcome was most likely to derive from a methodology which 
encouraged close co-operation between the audit beneficiaries (the client) and 
the auditor. It was further decided that the best approach was to view all CAPM 
systems as consisting of three basic types of modules: management modules, 
transaction processing modules and a database. This provided a framework 
within which the operation of any CAPM system could be studied and avoided 
reference to any confining technological or methodological constraints. This 
approach also enabled the CAPM system to be described in abstract terms, and 
resolved any problems which might have been caused by the pre-judgement of 
the value of any system. Finally, it was decided that the most valuable and 
useful measure of CAPM system efficiency and effectiveness was the system's 
impact on the user's competitiveness, which was defined in terms of a 
company's ability to contend with competitive forces. 
To develop the audit, a sample of candidate methodologies drawn from 
appropriate theoretical frameworks and/or equivalent alternative methodologies 
were investigated. In all seven possible approaches were investigated. These 
alternative methodologies fall into seven broad categories; software engineering 
techniques (i.e. SADT), mathematical analysis of effectiveness and efficiency 
(i.e. operational research), Delphi-type techniques (i.e. structured debate), 
financial based analysis (i.e. cost-benefits), benchmarking against 'good 
practice', qualitative optimisation (i.e. prescribing a CAPM system against an 
appropriate context) and comparative studies (i.e. ratio analysis). These 
approaches were found to be unsuitable in the context of validity and 
practicality. The main concern is that many of these methodologies tended to 
require the auditor to obtain information that their audit scenarios were not, for 
valid reasons, likely to have. For instance, some existing methodologies require 
the auditor to supply precise numerical measures such as the amount of paper 
generated by the CAPM system. It is usually impractical for any company to 
maintain such measures, even i f the information was valuable for auditing 
purposes. 
From the investigation of alternative approaches, it was noted that an 
appropriate methodology which would have wide applicability could be derived 
from a Delphi approach. This technique promoted flexibility in the audit which 
was valuable in that it permitted a range of companies and activities to be 
studied. The approach also encourages a collaborative effort in auditing thereby 
permitting a wide range of data, experience and views to be obtained. The audit 
also draws upon a generic model of a CAPM system which was proposed to 
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enable any CAPM system to be described without reference to any particular 
technology, management mode or control system. 
A workbook based CAPM audit has been developed which is structured into 
four key stages: 
a) Stage I which is designed to help an auditor establish the context in which 
an installed CAPM system operates. 
b) Stage I I which is designed to help an auditor appreciate the structure and 
scope of the installed CAPM system. 
c) Stage HI which is designed to help an auditor quantify the contributions to 
competitiveness made by an installed CAPM system. 
d) Stage IV which is designed to help an auditor derive logical conclusions 
about the installed CAPM system performance. 
The CAPM audit developed was tested in a series of trial runs. The scenarios 
chosen for the trials were meant to be representative of worst cases and 
intended, primarily, to be a test of the audit's ability to cope with a wide range 
of problems. Lessons from the trials, which it was found impossible to make 
entirely independent, revealed that the proposed framework itself was 
satisfactory, and that valuable results relating to the appropriate behaviour of 
the installed CAPM system could be obtained. The trial runs did indicate that 
there is scope for further improvements to be made, especially in Stage IV. 
These are briefly discussed in the chapter on further work. 
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10. FURTHER WORK 
The design of the CAPM audit appears to be fundamentally sound. However, 
lessons from the trials revealed two areas as appropriate for further work: 
a) Improve the audit support mechanism (i.e. the workbook) by including 
more worked examples. 
b) Establish a much more efficient method of enabling an audit team to draw 
inferences from highly extensive audit trails. 
These problems areas could possibly be resolved by the use of computerised 
technologies, such as on-line help systems, laptop computers and automated 
document management systems. Therefore, future work wil l concentrate on 
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Figure 7 - Structure of Worksheet 2.2 
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T A B L E S 
Required feature 
Category 
III IV VT VII 
Is the methodology flexible enough to cope with the 
problems in a partial audit scenario? 
Does the methodology engage the client in the audit? 
Does it support the concept of competitiveness as 
the basis for CAPM effectiveness and efficiency? 
Does the methodology address the problem of 







+ adopting this methodology would have positive influence on required feature 
- adopting this methodology would have negative influence on the required feature 
0 unsure of influence. 
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APPENDIX A - Survey Questionnaire 
You are required to register the extent of your agreement with the following 
statements. 
Factor A 
Having applied the CAPM audit, I am better informed my of my company's 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
Factor B 
Having applied the CAPM audit, I am better informed of the characteristics of 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
Factor C 
Having applied the CAPM audit, I am better informed of the relationship 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
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CAPM AUDIT 
Preface 
The ability to audit your Computer Aided Production Management (CAPM) system is the 
first step in ensuring that your system is used effectively and efficiently. 
The CAPM audit, as described in this book, is designed to help you to evaluate the your 
installed CAPM system in a formal and structured fashion. The CAPM audit will show 
you how to: 
e identify the contribution of your CAPM system to your company's competitive 
position(s); 
• discover the capabilities of your CAPM system. 
Preface 
CAPM AUDIT 
H U th t k © @ s w e o 
This book is designed to: 
o help you evaluate your CAPM system in a structured manner; 
o function as a audit trail to as you evaluate your CAPM system. 
This audit, it has to be emphasised, is not intended for an individual effort; the audit 
requires team effort. Neither should you see this audit as a means to detect fraud. You 
should see this audit as a way of enabling you and your staff member to joinly work to 
analyse your CAPM system. 
There are three stages in the evaluation of a CAPM System: 
o Pre-audit stage: Assemblying the audit team. The task in this stage is organise 
your audit team by identifying and delegating each team member according to their 
appropriate roles. 
o Stage One: Establishing the context in which your CAPM system is operating. 
The task here is to identify the characteristics of the strategic chains in your 
company. Each strategic chain refers to all of the activities necessary to deliver a 
product or service that meets the expactation of the market. 
o Stage Two: Analysing your CAPM system infrastructure. The task here is to 
decompose your CAPM system into appropriate modules and, to note their role (what 
are they intended for) and their functionality (how they fulfil their role). 
© Stage Three: Performance Analysis. The task here is to obtain measures related to 
the degree of competitiveness of each of your company's strategic chain; and by 
implications the contribution offered by your CAPM system. 
s Stage Four: Identfiying the problems associated with your CAPM system. The 
task here is to assemble the your information from the preceeding pages, with the 
help of your audit team, to derive conclusion(s) relating to your CAPM system. 
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CAPM AUDIT 
Assemblying the Audit Team 
An individual shall be appointed for the role of the auditor. This person should ideally be 
knowlegeable in both Management Information Systems (MIS) and production 
management paradigm (such as MRP/MRP II, OPT or JIT). The auditor's role is solely to 
organisation the team, the proceeedings of the evaluation and the collation of 
information. 
A complete audit team should comprise of three key groups of individuals: 
e Group I - The company's management team. For this group, get participations of 
senior managers from each of the following the departments - Marketing, Materials 
Management and Manufacturing. 
e Group II - The user of the CAPM system. For this group, get participation of 
individuals involve in buying, scheduling, shop floor activities and inventory control. 
e Group III - Independent experts. This group of people should ideally be from outside 
your company; for instance, this group could be represented by external consultants 
or relevent academics. 
Whilst the audit requires team effort, it is not necessary for the entire team members to 
be present all the time. The tasks should be delegated accordingly: 
o Members of Group I are needed in Stage Two, Stage Four and Stage Five 
« Members of Group II are needed in Stage Three and Stage Five. 
9 Members of Group III are needed in Stage Four and Stage Five. 
Worked Example 
Scenario. The company is subdivided to two manufacturing units (to be known as Unit A 
and Unit B). The two units are managed by the same senior management team, which 
compose of a general manager, marketing manager, engineering manager, production 
manager and financial manager. At production control level, only some departments are 
shared, others are distributed. The nature of the distributions is summerised in Table 1. 
The table indicates that sales, data processing and process planning departments are 
responsible for the two units. Each unit main their own production planning, shop floor, 
design and purchasing departments. 
The company's CAPM architecture is shown in Figure 1. 
The assembled audit team. Based on the scenario described previously, the senior 
management component of the audit team shall include these agents: 
© The marketing manager who is expected to provide the expertise necessary to 
complete worksheet 1.1 and the whole of stage IV. 
» The production manager who is expected provide the expertise necessary to 
complete worksheet 1.2, worksheet 1.3 and the whole of stage IV. 
o The financial manager is expected to provide expertise necessary to complete stages 
III and IV. 
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The CAPPi/J user component of the audit team shall composed of representatives from 
these; 
o sales department; 
o data processing department; 
o production planning departments (one from each unit); 
o stores departments (one from each unit); 
o shop floor department (one from each unit); 
o processing planning department; 
o purchasing departments (one from each unit). 
User Designation 
Department Unit A UnitB 
Sales 1 
Data processing 2 
Production planning A3 B3 
Stores A4 B4 
Shop floor A5 B5 
Process Planning 6 
Purchasing A7 B7 
Senior Management 8 
Table I - CAPM user designation 
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STAGE I - Establishing the Context in Which the CAPM 
System is Operating 
In this stage, the task of the audit team is to classify the company into strategic chains 
and then analyse each chain. A strategic chain is defined as the activities necessary to 
deliver a product that meets the expectation of the martket. 
The rationale behind this approach are as follows. 
• The competitiveness of a company is not determined by a complete organisation 
jostling for advantage in a market place. A company, in fact, occupies several 
competitvie position, depending on the range of products or services that the 
company offer. Each product or service type (i.e. strategic chain) usually occupies a 
particular market segment. For instance, a company manufacturing computers may 
have product ranging from mainframes to PCs; the market for mainframe is typically 
concern with performance-features sensitive whereas the market for PC is primarily 
price-performance sensitive. 
• To help concemtrate the minds of the audit team to the fact that the effectiveness and 
efficiency of any CAPM system is a function of its impact on a company's 
competitiveness. After all, the survival of a company is not going to be dictated by 
how well a CAPM system is functioning but whether it is doing the right thing. 
Completing Worksheet 1.1 
Procedure 
Step 1. List each product family down on the left-hand column. A product family is a 
grouping of products: 
• that compete within the market-place in identical ways; 
• having broadly similar value-added characteristics. 
Step 2. For each family, supply appropriate information for each of the criteria listed in 
the commentary. 
Commentary 
The criteria listed in the worksheet are as follows: 
(a) Sales revenue. Supply the percentage of total sale revenue attributed to the 
family. 
(b) Contribution margin. Supply the percentage of total contribution attributed to 
the family. Contribution is the earnings before interest and taxes. 
(c) Growth potential. Indicate if the family is in the market entry phase, rapid 
growth phase, maturity phase or decline phase. 
(d) Market share. Accurate data in terms of percentage share is preferred. 
Otherwise simple ranking will suffice. 
(e) Competitors. Indicate alternative products. 
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The information for criteria (a) and (b) is intended to provide indication of the relative 
value of each family. The information for citoria (c), (d) and (e) is intended as indication 
of the kind of competitive strategy appropriate to each chain. 
©©mpOdtog] W©c1!c©lh)©®ft 11=2 
Proeodlw© 
As for worksheet 1.1. 
The criteria listed in the worksheet are as follows: 
(a) ProdycJ ipositiors. Indicate the point at which the customer initiated his or her 
orders. The key positions are Engineer-To-Order (ETO), Unique Make-To-
Order (UMTO), Repeat Make-To-Order (RMTO), Assemble-To-Order (ATO) 
and Make-To-Stock (MTS). 
(b) Product sfirucliyr©. Calculate the number of levels from a representative 
engineering BOM. Generally speaking, the product structure equates to the 
number of assembly stages involved in the manufacture of the product. There 
may be instances where so-called phantom items are incorporated in a BOM. 
These phantom items are incorporated in a BOM to reflect intermediate 
production stages (i.e. partly machined item) and they constitute a level in a 
product structure. For this audit do not count the level occupied by the 
phantom level. 
(c) Mumbi©ir of compoini@ini(ls. The criteria applies to the number of components 
per product. Only a rough estimate is needed. 
(d) Bougfaft-oiu(£ item {%). The percentage of bought-out items. 
These criteria are intended as indication of the uncertainties likely to impact the client's 
production activities. 
OoffTTiipDtgftDirflg W©ttelh)@@ft H.3 
Proc©dyir© 
Same as worksheet 1.1. 
The criteria listed in the worksheet are as follows. 
(a) Oysioiiess unit Companies are not necessarily organised into a monolithic 
entity. A non-monolithic company is usually organised into business units. A 
business unit, in this case, refers to an independent manufacturing facility. For 
this criterion, supply the name of the unit. This criterion is intended to provide 
an indication of the scope the clients' CAPM system. 
(b) Rflaromffacfcaarifucii caipaMjfty. Indicate the manufacturing content of design 
activity (i.e. percent of labour hours), assembly activity (percent of distinct in-
house assembly), machining activity (percent of distinct components made in-
house from raw materials) and inspection (percent of components inspected 
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in-house). This criterion is to provide an indication of the manufacturing 
characteristics of each family. 
These criteria are intended as indication of the scope of the client's CAPM system 
influence. 
Worked Example 
Scenario. The audit team has identified four product families, namely: 
(a) General mountain bicycles; 
(b) Professional mountain bicycles; 
(c) Alpha series; 
(d) Omega series. 
The competitors to these families are Dragon bicycle, Speedy bicycle, and Raylay 
bicycle. 
All products are made to stocks and their BOM structure is similar to the one shown in 
Figure 2. 
The first two families in the list are manufactured in Unit A and the second two families 
are manufactured in Unit B. 
80% of the bicycle components are designed in-house, 100% assembled in-house, 10% 
machined in-house, 100% inspected in-house. 
Completed worksheets. Examples of the completed worksheets, based on the 
sceanrios described earlier, are illustrated in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
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STAGE fi - Evaluating the CAPM System 
All CAPM systems, regardless of MRP/MRP II, JIT, OPT or even proprietary systems, 
will have the same underlying architecture. Simply put, the operational characteristics of 
a CAPM system is characterised by the variations in each of the following basic 
modules: 
o Management modules; 
o Transaction processing modules; 
© Database modules. 
Management modules. All CAPM systems will have eight distinct types of management 
modules dealing functional aspects of production management decisions such as 
inventory, capacity planning and engineering changes. The eight distinct types of 
modules also reflect a three level hierarchical ordering of management decisions, from 
long term, medium term to short term planning. 
The characteristics of each management module varies according to: the management 
policy instituted, types of Decision Support System (DSS) afforded and the experties of 
the decision makers (i.e. Users). The task for the audit team is to analyse these key 
elements of a management module. 
Transaction processing modules. A transaction is an activity like the transfer of 
materials. Transaction records are needed to direct, report on or confirm a transaction. 
Transaction processing modules are concerned with the production of transaction 
records. 
All CAPM systems will have eight distict types of modules that correspond to the 
monitoring and dispatch of production orders, purchase orders, inventory control and 
engineering changes. 
The characteristics of each module is varies according to the number of transaction 
records to be processed, transaction policy instituted, types of Transaction Process 
System (TPS) afforded and the experties of the human elements (i.e. Users). The task 
for the audit team is to analyse those elements of the module. 
Database. The database of a CAPM system is a repository of information about the 
production management environment. All CAPM system database will have information 
classified into three basic record types; Master records, operational records and 
transaction records. 
The characteristics of each record type varies according to its accessibility, its update 
frequencies and database technology (i.e. paper-based, flat-file or DBMS) afforded. The 
task for the audit team is to analyse those elements of the database. 
Completing Worksheet 2.1 
Procedure 
Step 1. Consider each family in turn. 
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Step 2. Reproduce worksheet 2.1, making sure that the number of reproduction 
corresponds to these management modules: 
(a) Master scheduling. This module covers production management functions 
concerned with the scheduling of end-items and final assemblies. 
(b) Capacity management. This module covers matters concerned with medium 
term expansion and/or contraction of manufacturing capacity. 
(c) Process planning. This module covers matters concern with the issues of plant 
layout and/or job routing. 
(d) Requirements planning. This module covers matters concerned with the 
establishment of component and sub-assembly item schedule and material 
requirements. 
(e) Supplier sourcing. This module covers matters concerned with medium term 
relationships between supplier and client. 
(f) Operations scheduling. This module covers matters concerned with short term 
scheduling and sequencing of production orders. 
(g) Vendor scheduling. This module covers matters concerned with short term 
scheduling and sequencing of purchased orders. 
(h) Engineering change management. This module covers matters concerned 
with the scheduling of engineering change request. 
Step 3. For each worksheet supply information for the criteria as listed in the 
commentary. 
The criteria listed in the worksheet are as follows: 
(a) Module. Supply the name of policy module being investigated. 
(b) lf-'amiDy(5es) affected. Indicate the family or families being investigated. 
(c) [yianagamort Policy. Describe the rules or guidelines that express the limits 
within which the policy module is allowed to operate. 
(d) DSS Ctoaeteristiiies. (i) Supply the name of the software system used, (ii) 
Enumerate only the DSS features relevent to the modules being investigated, 
(iii) Describe the extent of functional integration by noting the users' 
accessibility to all DSS features, (iv) Indicate the flexibility of DSS. (v) Indicate 
the hardware used under the lable 'process power1. 
(e) Us@r Characterises. Identify individual(s) responsible for the execution of 
policy module, and the level of technical support (e.g. User-guides, training) 
afforded. 
(f) User Dosjgrasi(!o©ra. Supply a label, such as serial number, to represent the 
users responsible for the policy module being investigated. It is possible that 
an individual could have responsiblities for more than one module. With a 
user designation, the auditor need not have to rewrite the same detail again. 
Note for criterion (d), it is up to the auditor and domain experts to decide on what 
constitute relevent features. 
The information for these criteria is intended to provide an indication of tho 
characteristics of the policy module being investigated. 
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Step 1. Consider each family in turn. 
Step 2. Reproduce worksheet 2.2, making sure that there is one for each of the following 
modules: 
(a) Dispatching jobs. This module covers activities concern with the release of 
production orders to assigned workers and machines. 
(b) Shop floor monitoring. This module covers activities concerned with the 
recording of production order status. 
(c) Dispatching purchase orders. This module covers the activities concerned 
with the released of purchase orders to appropriate suppliers. 
(d) Monitoring purchase orders. This module covers the activities concerned with 
the recording of purchase order status. 
(e) Dispatching materials. This module covers the activities concerned with the 
release of materials, part or end-item inventories. 
(f) Monitoring stocks. This module covers the activities concerned with the 
monitoring of bought-out, part or end-item inventories. 
(g) Request for engineering change. This module covers the activities concerned 
with the requests for engineering change. 
(h) Engineering change notification. This module covers the activities concerned 
with the release of notifications to effect engineering change. 
Step 3. In each worksheet estimate number of transactions involved, describe the 
transaction processing policy, TPS and user characteristics. 
Commentary 
The criteria listed in the worksheets are as follows: 
(a) Number of Transactions. Estimate the number of transactions to be 
processed by the TPS. 
(b) Transaction Processing Policy. Describe how transactions are effected. 
(c) Transaction Processing System. Identify the TPS afforded for the 
transaction processing. 
(d) User characteristics and designation. Same approach as worksheet 2.1. 
Completing Worksheet 2.3 
Procedure 
Step 1. Consider each family in turn. 
Step 2. Each rows of the worksheet indicates a particular record to be investigated. For 
each row, describe the record's update interval, accessibility, and database 
characteristics. 
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The criteria listed in this worksheet are as follows: 
(a) Updlati© iiintarvaD. Indicate how often data are updated. For instance, daily, 
monthly or on exceptional basis (i.e. when required). 
(b) Ae&sssoMsfty. Indicate if the record is linked on-line or off-line to the list of 
users identified in the policy and TPS modules. 
(c) Daftaibas© GfoarasftssisSiies. Indicate the medium on which the records are 
held in a paper-base system, file-oriented system or Database Wianagment 
System (DBMS) oriented system. 
Seomari®. The company uses a CAPM system with software modules described in 
Appendix A and Figure 1. 
Goraploted w©»fe[to®©ti. Examples of completed worksheets based on the scenario 
described previously are as follows. 
Figure 6 shows a completed Worksheet 2.1 for master scheduling. 
Figure 7 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for capacity management. 
Figure 8 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for process planning. 
Figure 9 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for requirements planning. 
Figure 10 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for supplier sourcing. 
Figure 11 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for operations scheduling. 
Figure 12 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for supplier scheduling. 
Figure 13 shows a completed worksheet 2.1 for engineering change management. 
Interviews of CAPM users provides all of the information necessary for worksheet 2.2. 
Figure 14 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for dispatching jobs transactions. 
Figure 15 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for monitoring shop floor transactions 
Figure 16 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for dispatching purchase orders 
transactions. 
Figure 17 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for monitoring purchase orders 
transactions. 
Figure 18 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for dispatching materials transactions. 
Figure 19 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for monitoring stocks transactions. 
Figure 20 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for request for engineering chango 
transactions. 
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Figure 21 shows a completed worksheet 2.2 for engineering change notification 
transactions. 
Interviews of CAPM users provided the information necessary to complete worksheet 
2.3. 
Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24 illustrate completed versions of worksheets 2.3a, 
2.3b and 2.3c series. 
Module: Master scheduling Familv(ies) affected: All 
Management Policy: 
End-item and final assembly items are scheduled on the basis of promised delivery date minus 
buffer period. The buffer is only an estimate based on the judgement of the policy maker (see 
User Section). 
DSS Characteristics 
Name of software:£F>4CS 
Features: Backward and forward scheduling based on cost constraints or lead-time constraints. 
Functional integration: Fully integrated with other EFACS modules. 
Flexibility: Dependent on vendor support. 
Processing power Mainframe 
User Characteristics 
Responsibilities: Production planning department. 




Figure 6 - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Master scheduling) 
Module: Capacity Management Family(ies) affected: All 
Management Policy: 
Capacity management via sub-contracting out. The decision on whether to subcontract out or 
otherwise, lies with the discretion of the decision maker (see user). The decision maker may 
but is not compel to consult reports of on capacity requirement. The reports reveal capacity 
requirement only on a departmental and monthly basis. 
D S S Characteristics 
Name of software: EFACS 
Features: Standard capacity planning techniques, such as RCCP and CRP. 
Functional integration: Fully integrated with other EFACS modules. 
Flexibility: Dependent on vendor support. 
Processing power: Mainframe 
User Characteristics 
Responsibilities: Production planning department. 




Figure 7 - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Capacity Management) 
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Modute:Pfoc8ss Planning F a i m i M a s l a g g c t e ^ All 
Management Pol icy; 
/.gad f/mes are calculated from standard times (routings not considered). 
PSS Charactotjsttes 
Warn® o f sof tware: SuperCape. 
Features: Algorithms to calculate lead-times based. Plus, a very limited optimisation algorithm 
for routings (i.e. system can workout best routings between two alternative resources 
based on cost and set-up constraints). 
Funct ional integrat ion: Localised system. 
Flexibi l i ty: Software architecture is system specific. 
Processing power:PC 
Responsibi l i t ies: Production controller 
User support : No formal statement of policy or formal training programme 
User 
6 
Figure 8 - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Capacity Management) 
KiotSuls-.Requirements planning Famj jMssLaff iaeted: All 
Management Pol icy: 
The MRP approach is used to calculate requirements for stock items valued at more than 15% 
(only a guide-line) of the total value contract value. Bulk items are managed on a two-basis. 
The lead-times for MRP calculations are based on values provided by estimating department 
but can be adjusted by the decision maker (see user). 
DSS Character ist ics 
Wame of-software: EFACS. 
Features: Standard MRP features. Additional features for backward and forward scheduling, 
and four alternative batching rules: multiple of re-order quantity, re-order quantity 
plus rounding, minimum quantity, quantity required (i.e. lot-for-lot). 
Functional! integrat ion: Fully integrated with other EFACS modules. 
Flositoility: Dependent on vendor support. 
Processing power: Mainframe 
Usair Character ist ics 
ReQponsibilities:Pro__-cf/on controller. 




Figure 9 -A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (RequirementsPlanning) 
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Module:Supp//er Sourcing Family(ies) affected: All 
Management Policy: 
Multi-sourcing and supplier selected on the basis of competitive tender. 
DSS Characteristics 
Name of software: None 
Features: N.A. 
Functional integration: N.A. 
Flexibility: N.A. 
Processing power: N.A. 




User support: No formal statement of policy. 
Figure 10 -A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Supplier Sourcing) 
Module:Operaftons scheduling Familv(ies) affected: All 
Management Policy: 
Operations schedule is left entirely to the discretion of the shop floor supervisor as long as it 
meets required due dates set in the requirements plans. 
D S S Characteristics 
Name of software: EFACS. 
Features: See master scheduling module 
Functional integration: Fully integrated with other EFACS module. 
Flexibility: Dependent on vendor support. 
Processing power: Mainframe 
User Characteristics 
Responsibilities: Shop floor 




Figure II - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Operations Scheduling) 
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WlaMszSupplier scheduling PanraMiss) a fe ts ted: ^ / / 
The purchase orders schedules at® based on quoted delivery times from suppliers or 
negotiated prior to the re/ease of the orders. 
DSS Character ist ics 
Mama of sofswaro: Won©. 
F®g&ur®s:N.A. 
FutscJiionaO imtegratioira: N.A. 
Flexibi l i ty: N.A. 
Processim® powsr ; N.A. 
Umr Charaeterinftics 
Rsspons iMt t ies : Purchasing department 
Uosir suppor t : No formal policy statement or formal training programme. 
User 
AT, B7 
Figure 12 - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Supplier scheduling) 
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Module: Engineering Change 
Management 
FamiMies) affected: All 
The acceptance of an Engineering Change is strictly controlled and subject to departmental 
approval and, where appropriate, authorisation by the General Manager. 
Customer initiated change. 
Subject to the approval of the contracts manager. 
Changes are only acceptable on the customer's acceptance of the full commercial costs 
and of any resulting production delays to the full contract. 
Engineering, Purchasing or Manufacturing initiated changes. 
Subject to the approval of the Engineering Manager and, when the change is requested 
to alleviate production problems, the Works Manager. 
Changes are only acceptable when they are technically and commercially desirable or 
could alleviate manufacturing problems without resulting in a substantial delay to the 
production programme. The quality and reliability of the product must not be 
compromised. (Judgement rest with the relevant authorities). 
Changes which could result in a cost increase in excess of £1,000 or a change resulting 
in a substantial delay to the production programme must, in addition, be authorised by 
the product General Manager. 
DSS Characteristics 
Name of software: None. 
Features: Not Applicable. 
Functional integration: Not Applicable 
Flexibility: Not Applicable 
Processing power: Not Applicable 
User Characteristics 
Responsibilities: Senior Management (General Manager, Engineering 
Manager, Production Manager) 




Figure 13 - A Completed Worksheet 2.1 (Engineering Change Management) 
Module: Dispatchinq Jobs Familv(ies) affected: All 
Number of transactions: 30 transactions per day (estimated average) 
Transaction processinq policy: Shoo floor supervisor will transcribe each production orders 
based on information from process planning department into shop packet. Each packet 
represents a job and there may be several packets per production order. 
TPS: 
Software: EFACS 
Features: On-line batch processing capability only 
User characteristics User designation 
Responsibilities: Shop floor Department A5.B5 
User support: No formal policy statement. 
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Figure 14 - A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Dispatching Jobs) 
Rflodcjt®: Monitoring Shop Floor FarniHyffesl af fected: All 
Wiuimbsr ot? temsaeSSons: 30 transactions per day (estimated) 
Transact ion process ing pol icy: On completion of each job, shop packets with completion 
times noted and then returned to the shop floor supervisors who will then logged in the TPS. 
TPS: 
BoHbrnmiEFACS 
Features:. On-//ne batch processing capability only. 
Ussr characteristics User designation 
R©spoimGilbilfties:S/Jop floor department A5,B5 
User support: No formal policy statement or formal 
training programme 
Figure 15 -A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Monitoring shop floor) 
Moduli®: Dispatching Purchase Orders Fannilwtiss) affect e«2: All 
i ^M teLp f i r a i n i sa^ t i ons : 30 transaction per requirements plan per day 
Transact ion processing! policy.: A requirement plan is transferred to purchasing department in 
printouts. The purchasing department will then translate the plan into individual purchase orders 
by keying-in data into the TPS 
TPS: 
Sof tware: EFACS 
Features: On-line processing capability 
Ussr character ist ics User designat ion 
Responsibi l i t ies: Purchasing department A7.B7 
Us®r suppor t : No formal policy statement or training 
Figure 16-A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Based on Client D) 
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Motiu\e:Monitoring Purchase Order Familv(ies) affect ®d: All 
Number of transactions: 18 per days 
Transaction tsrocessino policv: Each outstandinq purchase order is flaaaed. An aaareaated 
report of the outstanding orders is produced on a daily basis. The system checks for 
discrepancies between orders received and orders released. 
T P S : 
Software: MAAPICS 
Features: Facilities for automatic checks of discrepancies between orders received and order 
released. Raise outstanding report. 
User characteristics User designation: 
Responsibilities: Purchasing Department. A7.B7 
User support: Wo formal policy statement or training 
programme. 
Figure 17 -A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Based on Client D) 
Module: Dispatching Materials Family(ies) affected: All 
Number of transactions: 15 transactions (i.e. production order) per requirement plan per dav 
(estimated) 
Transaction processing policv: A requirement plan is transferred in print-out form to shop floor 
supervisors. The plan is translated into production orders (i.e. job package) by keying-in details 
manually into the TPS 
T P S : 
Software: EFACS 
Features: Batch processing capability only 
User characteristics User designation 
Responsibilities: Shop floor department A5,B5 
User support: No formal policy statement or training 
programme 
Figure 18 -A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Dispatching Material) 
Module: Monitorinq Stocks Famiiv(ies) affected: All 
Number of transactions: 100 transactions per day 
Transaction processinq policv: The production operators are expected to indicate the status 
of his job in a fonri at the end of each day and then hand it back to his/her supervisor. 
T P S : 
Software: EFACS 
Features: On-line batch capability. 
User characteristics User designation 
Responsibilities: Shop floor department 45,85 
User support: No formal policy or training programme 
Figure 19 - A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Monitoring Stock) 
STAGE II - Evaluating the CAPM System 17 
CAPM AUDIT 
ftjo^ufel Request for Engineering 
Change 
F j im iM isn la f feeS &&AII 
ftlMmifesrof irsinsmeti@m§: 16 per day (estimated average) 
TfawaaeiiQifii sireeesawsi noMev. Requests for engineering changes are noted in and submitted 





Rssportsibi l f t ies: All (initiators). All 
Ussif suppoirfc 
Figure 20 -A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Request for Engineering Change) 
NloM®:Enaineerina change 
notification 
Familvfii®®! afffecf te&.AII 
Wumter o f tramaaeftooti©: (16 per day) Estimated average. 





User charactetisSics Usetr dssignatiom 
Respons.ibilfti®s: Senior management 8 
Ussr suppor t : 
Figure 21 - A Completed Worksheet 2.2 (Engineering Change Notification) 
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TAGE 881 ° Performance AnaBysas 
The competitive position of each strategic chain is a function of two basic dimensions. 
One dimension correspond to a set of order wining criteria. Order wining criteria are 
indicators of how well each strategic chain is perceived by its chosen market. The other 
dimension correspond to criteria of manufacturing liabilities. Manufacturing liabilities are 
indicators of how well each strategic chain is being managed by the company and, 
therefore, the sustainability of the chain's competitive position. 
The task for the audit team is to establish the achievement of each criteria against 
appropriate benchmarks. 
Completing Worksheet 3.1 
Procedure 
Step 1. Consider each family in turn. 
Step 2. For each of the criteria, where possible, find an appropriate measure. Then 
compare the measure against appropriate competitive average. The competitive average 
could be direct comparison with competitors or based on various independent industry 
reports. 
Step 3. Plot the findings on the seven-point scales presented in worksheet 3.1. A zero 
rating indicates a problematic criterion whereas a seven rating indicate no problem. 
Note, it may be useful in this case of enagage independent experts to help construct 
alternative sets of plots and then compare with theirs with yours. Do not accept one set 
of plots as a fait accompli.! 
Commentary 
The criteria listed in this worksheet are as follows: 
(a) Quality of Design. Indicate how well the product matches competitions in 
terms of features. 
(b) Quality of Conformance. Indicate the extent of customer reject rate, the 
number of service call outs or the number of warranty replacements. 
(c) Delivery reliability. Indicate the percentage of total customer orders meeting 
agreed due date. 
(d) Delivery lead-time. Compare the time a customer has to wait between the 
initiation of a customer order and receipt of finished goods with appropriate 
competitive average. 
(e) Flexibility of Volume. Indicate the extend of flexibility in delivery lot size. 
(f) Flexibility of Design. Indicate the extend of customisations afforded. 
The audit team is referred to techniques described in a UK Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) publication: "Competitive Manufacturing: A Practical Approach to the 
Development of a Manufacturing Strategy" (IFS Publications, ISBN 1-95423-010-7) 
STAGE III - Performance Analysis 23 
CAPM AUDIT 
® a 
Same approach as in worksheet 3,1. 
The criteria for this worksheet are as follows: 
(a) AvaSflsiMotfy of Sypp>!fl©ir. Ascertain the level of switching costs that are likely 
to be incurred in sudden change in supplier. 
(b) E?©l5©[bo[li(ty off Sy[pp!5©ir. Estimate the percentage of bought-out items 
delivered in the time, quality and volume required. 
(c) U5i05@a48oira off ®offl®irt®iclls Resoainne®. Identify bottleneck resource and then 
obtain indication of their utilisation. 
(d) Avao!aM5<fy off Mofn-l®eai!®ffTii_ek ^@s@i_re@. Estimate the Mean Time Between 
Failure (WITBF) for non-bottleneck resource: WiTBF is the ratio of average 
down-time to the cumulative planned working hours. 
(e) low<-M®fy Tamoveir. Calculate the ratio of cost of goods sold to average 
inventory. Cost of goods sold is defined as the cost of direct materials, direct 
labour, and overhead attached to the units sold. Average inventory is defined 
as the sum of beginning and ending inventories divided by two. 
(f) L©adl „m®. Calculate the total time it takes to produce a product. 
The audit team can use either of the following technique for benchmarking: 
(a) Direct comparision. 
(b) Industry average. 
(c) Independent expert opinions 
Mooted g^ampl® 
Sceimairii©. A member of the audit team has complied ratings (see Table 2) as indication 
of the performance of the CAPM system against the following criteria. 
CompBsted wofeDieeSn. Examples of completed worksheets based on the scenario 
described earlier on are shown illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26. 
24 STAGE 111 - Performance Analysis 
CAPM AUDIT 
Product family 
Criterion General Mountain Bicycle 
Quality of Design 
Quality of Conformance 
Delivery Lead-Time 
Delivery Reliability 
Flexibility of volume 
Flexibility of Design 
Price 
Availability of supplier 
Reliability of supplier 
Utilisation of Bottleneck 
Resource 






Slightly better than competitor 
Slightly better than competitor 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 





Worst than competitor 
Slightly better than competitor 
Table 2 - View of an Auditor on the Competitive Performance 
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TAGE B¥ ° Problem Analysii 
The task for the audit team is to identify the problems associated with the system they 
have just audited. 
nrspl 1OT b t 
P d roc 
Step 1. Get all involved to complete worksheet 4 separately. The procedure to complete 
the worksheet is as follows: 
(a) Consider each family in turn. 
(b) Find the most problematic competitive criterion, from worksheet 3.1 and 
worksheet 3.2, and indicate it on the head of the fish-bone. 
(c) Under each branch of the fish-bone identify problematic modules and their key 
elements (i.e. policies, enabling technology and user). 
(d) Repeat the procedure for the all the families involved. 
Step 2. Get each member of the team to present and justify their conclusion. 
Step 3. Debate the alternative scenarios to find the most plausible. 
Commentary 
It is left to the discretion of the audit team to establish the links between cause and 
effect. The only proviso is that the audit team draw and justify their conclusions only from 
the evidence gathered throughout the audit process. The audit should not introduce 
threads that are outside the scope of the evidence gathered, unless deemed necessary. 
Worked Example 
Scenario. A member of the audit team has establish that the following moduless of a 
CAPM system are the reasons for the poor performance in the criterion "delivery 
criterion". 
(a) Monitoring shop floor. 
(b) Master scheduling. 
Completed worksheet. Example of a completed worksheet based on the scenario 
described previously is shown in Figure 27. 












































































Module: Familwfies) affected: 
Number of? transactions: 
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The E F A C S Package 
E F A C S is a comprersensive. us«r-fn«n(flv m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
contro l s y s t e m . It i-s d e s i o n e d to . j p e r a t a m m s ^ V 
branCrMS of m e n u f a c t u r n a «-HHi*tr\_ • w . l i« eas i ly 300 
quickly a f t s m i t a t e d "~-to the n o r m a l worKrncjs of tha 
c o m p a n y , yielding sajniftcarit i n p r o v e m a n t s i n a f f i c i e n c y . 
p e r f o r m a n c e a n d profrtadf i tY. E F A C S i s a m o d e m , 
portable a n d Habitue s y s t e m u s i n g t h o l a t e s t tn s o f t w a r e 
t e c h n i q u e s . I t will run on a w i d e r a n e e o f m i c r o c o m p u t e r s , 
rmnr-cornsuotrs a n d m a o t r a m o s i^irJar t h e Unix 
opere te ig a^etem. 
E F A C S ia d e s i g n e d to s a t i s f y t h e l a r g e m a j o r i t y of t#*e 
requirements o f a m a n u f a c t u r i n g c o m p a n y . A n y speCHri 
r e q u m t n e n t a a r e tiMpotuM. r o i i i U n Q tn a v o i d a n c e o f 
u n n e c e s s a r y c o m p i e *tty. arid n> a s y s t e m w h i c h b e c o m e s 
m u c h m o r e read'S' mTOaretef l I » I U J U m c o m p a n y ' s 
E F A C S is modular a n d ^ o t t w a n ? c a n 6 0 
1 f r o m th** >oilowB^g r » n g e P a r t s M a s t e r . Bin o f 
M a t e o a f e . R o u c n a H e w j u t t e s . W o r n m P r o g r e s s . S h o p 
D o c u m e n t a t i o n . C a p a c i t y P a n n i n g , Scbedui ing , E x t e n d e d 
Schoduhng. C o s t i n g . M R P . O rotat ions . S e l e s O r d e r 
P r o c e s s u s . P u r c h a s e O r d e r P r o c e s s m g . S t o c k C o n t r o l . 
Materta* TVsceabUitv. •^rop D i i u Col lect ion. Tim** & 
A t t e n d a n c e . T e t r a p t a n i:rikt, jivrj M a n a t f w n w U 
Report ing . 
E F A C 5 1* w r i t t e n >n m e C l a n g u a g e w h i c h g i v e s it 
portatodty- s o that s o f t w a r e i n v e s t m e n t is p r o t e c t e d , 
avoiding, the p r o b l e m of be ing ~lockeO-in" -o a p a m c u l a r 
h a r d w a r e m a n u f a c t u r e r . It a l so l inks wrth t h e I n f o r m i x -
S Q L d a t a b a s e m a n a g e m e n t s y s t e m a n d o t h e r utility 
s o f t w a r e s u c h a * Un^x* * a n d L v » . 
Menu System 
E F A C S h a s a u s e r - f r i e n d l y , e a s y to o p e r a t e m e n u s y s t e m 
d e s i g n e d t o su i t t h e ne-sds or a w a M v a h e r y o f u s e r s , a n a 
w i t h a r u m b e r <yf unique, p r a c t i c a l f e a t u r e s . 
• SMectton (rf a m e n u - o p t i o n by c u r s o r - K e y s , s p a c e b a r 
o« k e y m a m 9 n u m b e r wil: ettner o b t a i n a n e w m e n u , a 
report o r m a r t a Droceas 
* A u s e r - c o n f i g u r a b i e t,iu«rk m e n u " s y s t e m e n a b l e s 
o e b o n s f r o m ad p a r r s or m o £r=A(_b s y s t e m to b e 
brought t o g e t h e r onto the o n e s c r e e n . T h o c a n b e 
u s e f u l tn c e r t a i n npo<<cabons w m c h r e q u i r e m o v e m e n t 
b e t w e e n a n u m h n r o* rrwM-itj'. 
" Tha view a parocuutr user h a s o* the E F A C 5 system is 
atao configurable An individual JST will nao oniy thct&u 
menu options dppocabte to him T h i s con be especially 
useful tn cmpsernentarton periods, to avoid presentation 
o f too many o p n a n s 
* A par t i cu lar menu opour: m a v be ^xecuteo" from a n y 
p w i t fay K•»vnv.i m its refenMVe n-jmtar. 
Record Selection 
E F A C S h a s p o w e r f u l H v-built Q u e r y factotum w h t c h e n a b l e 
se lec t ion o f a r e c o r d or g r o u p b y e n t e r i n g sui table s e a r c h 
c r i t e r i a on to a ocre*n . Por m n u n c o . t h a u s e r m a y w i s h DO 
s e l e c t p a r t s w h e r e the p r o d u c t group w a s " B A R - a n d 
length w a s B e t w e e n 0 .95 a n d 1 O S m e t r e s . T h i s i s stmph/ 
a c c o m p l i s h e d b y e n t e r i n g tJ*G u tFof M ' ahon onto t h e R a r t f l 
M a s t e r d a t a entry s c r e e n a n d p r e s s v i g a k e y T h e 
c o m p u t e r will t h e n "select t h e r e c o r d * c o n c e r n e d a n d 
aiKrw t h e u s e r to m o v e f r o m one r e c o r d t o the o t h e r . 
E F A C S a l s o h a s a q u e r y f acu i ty m c e r t a i n p r o g r a m s w h t c h 
-.via d i sp lay atterrurawe nwto^cJn m a w i n d o w on the s c r e e n , 
enabling the u s e r to s e l e c t f r o m the opt ions garen, 
w h e r e u p o n the « « n d o v i d i a e p p o a r s i M v i n g ( f » s e l e c t e d 
in format ion T h i s facil ity u s e f u l f o r i n s t a n c e n t e i e -
s a » s e n t r y w h e r e raptu d e t e c t i o n o f a c u s t o m e r [ 5 
.fnporttf i t . 
SQL 
E F A C S h a s a fuS "Strur to«-ofl Q u e r y L a n g u a o e " fec-Jitv 
w h i c h a a o w a m e u s e r to r e p o r t a n d t » moo>fy d a t a m t h e 
E F A C S d a t a b a s e , a n a to p e t f b r m a w i d e r a n g e o f s y s t e m 
f u n c t i o n c S o m e of tts faadtoes a n ? 
' Ourpi>t interrrMibon direct t o a sen 
command such a*-
•» or pr inter w i t h a 
Sefctcc w o n , Mpert . -voq, w d u e d a t e . w w u s t o n w / 
f r o m tvorhs crc fe ' s w h e r e w c u s t o m e r - "SMITH" 
o r o e r b y w d u e e w t e 
• Moarfy d a t a on the d a t a b a s e w r m a c o m m u n e s u c h 
Utxtnto p a r m t a s t e r s e t unrtpnee 
w h m e prodoroup — " B A R " ana 
unrtpnee > 0.50O 
.• mutpr«re • f.oe 
Lorn - "W" .->na 
T h i s wii) p«rforrrt a p n e e i n c r e a s e ror e e l e c t e d p a r t s . 
• A Lumprehcrnstve facihty for o a t a seci^^tv w i t h 
c o m m a n d s s u c h 
R e v o k e u p d a t e o n p a r t m a s t e r f r o m pubfir: 
•3'artt u p d a f e on p a r t m a s t e r to m « r w t o e r . j o « 
This W I B J T B * t h a t onty u s e r s "'manager'" a*«~. "jot" a r e 
a K o w e d to c h a n g e a n y d a t a o n the P a r t s M a s t e r fan. 
Fvtore c o m p t e r c u x s t f u c t i u r i s j r » a l so attownd 
' A fu« audi t *rma facility m a y b e appbed to a n y hte tn the 
E F A C S d a t a b a s e . A fufl t r a n s a c t i o n p r o c a f l s r g facittty 




E F A C S h c s cn intttrtocu to U I Q p o w e r f u l rtrwJ w o ; H * n o w n 
I n f o r m m - S Q l . d a t c b a n a M o n e ^ m D i t S y s t o m . T n i s H O P O 
onphirrtiCDtod r c h g a o f r o p r o * w m o r & s c r e e n Q c n c r o t o r e 
e n d wtfiiteKf w t w n * T 9 epppc* t o mortv E F " A C S U C J * - E I A l s o 
n v c d e l i i s i s h->formi« rurfco w r y t h wiB i m p r o v e o p e r a t i o n a l 
p i r f c m v i n ^ o to e v e n rwgnar fcjveis m m * t f w v o r * teoM tov at 
Sys tem ftflana©97nonf 
E F A C S h a o a r n a n u - d n v e n n y o t a m rr»£r»c^=rnont fKC3tV 
-which c a n t r t f a printnr s t o t u a c o f t w e r o ufxiatQfX o v a t ^ m 
e n d d a t a beefc-upo. rfat£t>c=o TtGQX r c p o r . c u r r e n t u s e r s 
CTHJ p ' O c o a c o a . f o r m a t t i n g o f drsfca. ^ r c t r o n g o f d a t a *md 
SO c n . T h o b r Q C / u a t c o o o f aH c o m m o n utQtv rurxt ionolrrto 
t t o d y c t e m m e n s g a m a n t a w n u w s r y m u c h I n w o v e ? trto 
e a c j o f p o r f o r m n g masra vttaf func t ions . 
Help Functions 
Q n - s x r o o n noip r o c O t e s a r c ovortcC^j a t a n u r t n r o f 
fcsvett. D n p r e s r o g t tw "H' k a v ot m s n u tovqi b r i n g s up e 
frisrp m<^-unf5 ccrrK/t tJ>a p^r-bcufcr m a n u cotton. Secondly , 
tttp E F A C S U s o r Giwto m a y t o a c c e s c = d t t v e u g h i ts o w n 
mara* a n d b e p a g o d t f r o o g h w n - o o r w i - TTsjfrtry. notp 
f ccg l t iaa u s i n g w^xtfrw t £ 3 p M i y s on? o v a f e t t S a t s e i s e t a d 
coirrto in t?>o eppJ^atJtms OTrtwertj.in t o t o l rtao o 
compronorfestwo o n - s c r e e n rertp f e c a t v t fcs ignao t o a s s i s t 
tno u s a r m t o a futl a r m e o m p o t o n t w x £ 3 f a t c r K f c n o o f 
' Urut o f rnauBure. eg. K g M o t r o a . E a c f l l L-t/fcs. Eto*#is, 
S q u a r o C K 
' d m t o m o r >. OOO -vvt oi*=tnn%ef p a r t n \ j T » t » r m a v Ota 
- BfUGfet* whtfrrt p a r t a smoiff ^UStrWriat 
" Norrrutf rnidinUly T»" wr«(crt ttr^ p-9»"t ta msKf-riactwr.SO 
* CTrrehs-orww irrforrnstKin ourr? a s o t i u t l i . •.vioth. nnight. 
tf.imoiar oatfKrrtq f a c t o r , w i i c p i t . y t r 
' M a t e r i a l opac i f icat ion a n d sue. 
' W h s t r v i r m e ( - a r t i a rr*anuf*w:ttn-*»0 o r pu iChai^ io 
* C Csrvrvj roftif cxtice rturnocr 
' C u r r e n t «ind i t a n d a r d m a t e r i a l , ov«Tt-eenJ. artn umt 
c o s t s 
' 5e&nc) pr jro pi»r uni t 
" C o n t r c J o r r e f e n m c w 
' A fr«<i to*t fUiCilitv o n s W a * a fcriocK ot ib*x ( C M n e k l o n 
ffla ^ yd*\-jt tr%e Dart n o m t w r , s n a toDaLnrtCuttfraqmrcxl 
a n S h o p Dacurrtsntotrori , P u r c f v a i o OrtVj'"- a t e F ' P A C S 
*rfHJ usxx may b o .-naTspu-'atoO vwttn thfi s v s t a r r etlftUr. 
E F A C 5 w o r d p r o c e s s o r S o f t w « * r « wr wi t f i o spec ia l i s t 
w o r d pro<.-essino p a c k a g e . 
' DaspoHo inod)*icatK>rw to t j w f a r t s M a s t e r moduio. 
v*OGCi&itY T O hoW i n f o r m a t i o n DArticalarfv r e l e v a n t to 
'-"-or c a m p e n y . a r e a l s o «3vci«chio. 
' E F A C S h a s o p o w e r f u l G&arvtt foet t tv U> fticato a 
part icular p^4t recort ) b o n e d on W AttarnpJo 
ctirKfrmainoi rongea. a n a 6MOJ"t-»<?"ri p a i t nuriibcia 
on-i »lrfficr(ptlcfvi-
* D.sptov p » r t s trtfermetton to c c r o c n a n d to o n n t e t ;r. 
v a r i o u s t w r n a k a . 
PARTS MASTER 
I>»0 r t r t s M a s t e r mocfuio p r O v K K K a C o m m o n , c n n l r a ^ x a d 
s o u r c e f o r vita* m c n u f a c t u r t n g .-riformotctrt. e n d la u £ O d by 
a » o t t w E F A C S m o p u ^ s , A o c r r ' m a y b a o p u f c h a s o * ! 
i tom. raw motorwtt. r o r n p o n o n t s u b - a n s a m b l v . oosombty 
o r flrocrtcd por t . 
In r m a i y orgsrtiaotJQfia p a p o A V o r X m o v o a &!ovw|y, p x k i n g 
h o v . n g to rr»c>«u dec i s ions or» poor inJormat lan , w r i ^ h c c n 
t i e d to Voto OotvancT. c u s t o m e r o inoc t tc focuon o n d 'o^a 
o* c c m p a i i t r v c n o c n T h c c Q p r o b f a m s cen bo npducod b y 
h o v o y i a c o u r c a o f »nforn>ct»cn r^orttfy o v j j t c P f a 
' E F A C S O « 7 0 a I r t - cr ioncr tor c fpt !o-nur»Kjr« p a r t 
numteJf 
* P r o d u c t group etasatficottorx. enaofcng decosc ing of 
o a r t o i n f o r m o t o n Dy p r o d u c t . 
• 
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B I L L O F M A T E R I A L S 
T h e aai of M e t e n e t e module >9 des ionets bo h a n d l e p a r t s 
e n d a M w n b t s c c w n p o s w ) o f s u b - a « s e * n b f i e i * 
components*, p u r c h a s e d i t e m s a n d r a w mater ia l s - T t -ann 
H a m cart b e hnhed togottTor into a s t r u c t u r e < / w w i i g 
t n « q u a n t i t y o f e a c h i t e m >eourT*«J a t e a c h level . In 3 
typ ica l fcrt of m e t e n e f s s t r u c t u r e , a v a r y i n g r a n g e tfnd 
q u a n t i t y o f chi ld p a r t s a r e r e q u i r e d to b e ava i lab le b e f o r e 
m a n u f a c t u r e o f a p a r e n t p a r t c a n b s g a t C n c e t h i s 
i n f o r m a t i o n is e m a n o into the s y s t e m . t h e n r e f e r e n c e t o 
t h e e s s e m w y p a n n u m b e r wrO e n a b l e i m n w o t a t u 
r e f a i e n c e t o b e w h e n e v e r n e e d e d to afi G U O -
a»3«mWMS, c o m p o n e n t s a n a m a t e o a i s r e q u i r e d f o r t h e 
* P a r e n t a n d c h M p a r t s a r e c h e c k e d a g a m s t t h * P a r t s 
M a s t e r hie. 
' D e s c r i p t i o n s f o r both perer . t a n d chrirl p a r t s a r e 
rsspJavwd automat ica l ly a t d a t a e n t r y t ime. 
* N u m b e r s o f c o m p o n e n t s p e r p a r e n t p a r t ana f l o a t i n g 
point n u m b e r s 
* U p t o 3 0 leve ls 
• I n d e n t e d t*H o f m a t e r i a i s d e t a a s r e p o r t . 
* ' U s e d - o n " r e p o r t s t o s c r e e n a n d p r a t e r . 
* A u t o m a t i c g e n e r a t i o n o f a s e n e s o f rndrHjfactur ing 0 
w o r t u orrier-c 
' C o p v a n d edit , or oetete. whole s t r u c t u r e s . 
* R e p l a c e m e n t of - v e pdrt b y * n a t n « r c h r o v ^ i ell 
s t r u c t u r e s o r cetectivelv. 
* C h a n g i n g m a t e r i a l s c o s t s a n d ptanrtad m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
b m e n i j r e r e f t o r t e n to fvgner lev e l s t h r o u g h a c o s t bckta-
up p r o c e d u r e , b a s e d e i ther on s t a n d a r d o r c u r r e n t 
* P h a n t o m a s s e m b l i e s m a y b e c r e a t e d wrwtn i*o .u i r» n o 
HtocK or rout ing informat ion. 
' A f i o c a b o n e n d i s s u n g o f tuts o f p a r t s , t o g e t h e r w i t h 
monitor tng o f k'rt s h o r t a g e s 
* Print ing o f pictur>a fists. 
ROUTING 
T h e R o u t i n g module h a n d l e s de ta i l ed tn^ormatron a b o u t 
t h e s e r i e s of o p e r a t i o n s r e q u j r e d to m a k e a 
m a n u f a c t u r e d i t e m W h e n c o m b i n e d w i t h the P o r t * 
M a s t e r module , a n d a lso the BiB of M a t e r i a l s m a d v i * rf 
S t r i c t u r e s o f p a r t s a r e u s e d , t h e R o u t i n g m o d u l e 
provide » i n f o r m a t i o n f o r t h e WorH m P r o g r e s s . C a p a c i t y 
Ptanrfng . Schedul ing , E x t e n d e d Schedul ing . M R P e n d 
Q u o t a t i o n s f e a t u r e s o f t n e s y s t e m 
T h e R o u t i n g module a s s e m b l e * de-tailed hnformeban o n 
m a c h i n e , shifts p l a n n e d tones, etc- , on t h e R o u b n g F t e . 
D e t g t e a r n s n u f a c t u r i n g t n e t r u c b o n s 2nd tooM-ig 
r e q u i r e m e n t s tar e a c h o p e r a t i o n a c e nefct on 
a s s o c i a t e d files. 
' P a r t n u m b e r vurtned b y tne s y s t e m to e n s u r e t h a t it 
e x i s t s on t h e P a r t s M a s t e r F i e , 
* O p e r a o o n n u m b e r a u r n m a t i r a l l v -J~> c r e a s e to f » c . f i t « t e 
d a t a e n t r y . 
* O n e n t r y of the p a n n e d m a c h i n e o r >voiK c e n t r e . the 
s v ^ t * m a u t o m a K a u v O-jpUv'v !ho machm** 
descr ip t ion 
* S e t t i p time tor the hatch in rmnuT«s 
' T h e r u n - t i m e cot. i>* fi?r o i .e i ta.n numPet u f i t e m s (eg. 
p e r 1 o r t O o r 'OQ: or few- trte v^hoie b a t c h r e g a r a l e & s o f 
q u v t t i t y . a s n a h e a l *r*»atrnertt or *t5pect-on operat ion 
H u n - t » i i B 5 m a y a lso be twrtereo us quantrtv p e r nunutef 
or p e r n o u i 
* A n Over lap t-trrcutit^tf* --Mi b*i u^eti t u ultow 
operatiort to begtn b e f o r e the p r e v i o u s operateon h a s 
b e e n torriploted. 
" Orewir tg r e t w e t i c e . 
" A l l o w a n c e for t r u s t e r w - e f r o m trie e»d of o n e 
o p e r a t i o n to trw* start o f tr* neat a p i ? r j t i o n -
* Fac'rtitv for s p e c i f c a n o r . rtf --Witiired shiil fevet on Che 
p lenned m a c t i n * r=w the c u i r n n t opej-stion. 
' 4 0 - c h a r e c t e r i h u ' t oescr ipt ion of the opera t ion . 
" A fcst of toofs r.an Dv t>**ia du«iH-'Qt e a c n ' J t w r j o o f t 
* A n u n l i m t e d oixnoer nf linn'i t - f ^r» v w^fac t<jnng 
i n s t r u c t i o n s can b* hetd aaa in^ t e a c h opwraoon e n d 
later pr in ted on o p e r a t i o n or rouOnq c a r d s . The 
Ins truc t ions frew text m a y b e m a n p u i a t e d b y snterrtaJar 
e x t e r n a l v*-ord p r c c e s s * n q s o f t w a r e 
* A)ts>mBbve o o e r » t w n s a r ^ t e m a t i v e T>utes a r e 
a l b w r t w i t h a comptetE- irtoependent s e t o f 
m a n u f s c t u n n a informatK*-> for e a c r , a i t e m a b v e . E a c h 
a l t e r n a t i v e o p e r a D o n m a y he a s w g n e d a p r e f e r e n c e 
va<ue. w h i c h con-vd*vod b y C a p a c i t v Piennmo-
" Planned: s u b - c o n t r a c t w o r n r a n o e ^ p e d f i e d for a n 
Opereticiri with -2 f i l e d arM/or unit cos t . 
* A p e r c e n t a g e qi^atinty rosE & ditowed agaanst an 
o p a r a n o n 
* A l l o w a n c e is rrwif t far rhe r tumber of csperatorsi 
r e q u r e d on an opera*uv->. 
* R e d u c e d a m o u n t t?f d a t a e n t r y by c o o y n o a n e x s t s i g 
p a r t w i t h all m a n u f *cturtr<u mfotTnaTiort to a n e w p a r t 
for subsequent , a w i v l m o n t 
" S u m m a r y a n a tleteiied -eoort.s J O d e m a n d to both 
s c r e e n s a n d pnnt i trs 
R E S O U R C E S 
B e f o r e t h e C a p a c i t y R a r m m q A^a Scneuul ing m o a u i e s o f 
E F A C S c a n b e sppuea. the c o m p u t e r m u s t h a v e 
K n o w l e d o e o f both f a c t o r y toad a n d c a p a a t v . T h e 
R e s o u r c e s module e n a o f e s deta i led i n f o r m a b o n to b e 
K e p t on fH* aocK't ti"^ v e r s u s f a c t o r s whkh a f f e c t 
capac i tv . T h u s , niea are avaMabt*^ to noKt d e t a d s o f s h i f t 
a n d h o e d a v p a t t e r n s , m a e n n w s . o p e r a t o r s , s e c t i a r i s . 
toots, pgs a n d h x t u r e s . O n e o f the c h a r a c t e f i s b r a o f 
E F A C 5 is the level of d e t a t in w h i c h ;t c o n s « o » r s .torr.s 
retattng to fac t f sry capaci ty- F o r <»xamp»e. c o o v * » sh i f t 
a n d hc4klay p e t t e r n S m a y he spRciheo . w i t h addrticmat 




btochimj \jsar a l so h a s tno aiasitv to s p e c i f y w T X r i 
m c c H n e s a " r jp« ia t©r onotm m a y 1*5 aswt fned to v ^ H 
p r e f e r e n c e a « d s M i (ave i s a o a m s t e a c h . 
' O a f irm ton o f cortipiwx s*w*t p t r t w m s -
* Ottfiraiiort o f rtofcdayc--
- S « c t * > n s laantr fKat ion , ie. g r o v p o f macntnaB. 
* 8 - c n a i e c r o r tdQTt(ficab{*-> f t « r n a m n a Q<-O»JP9 are i 
o p e r a t o r g r e u p i . 
" Mtarhirwe g r o u p a n d o p e r a t o r group p e r f o ? m e n c » 
f a c t o r s . 
• MectMrx! i u u o p e r a t o r hourly- c a r a s ( C / H o u r ) , f or 
{traduct ion coat ing rtod f o r i o t a s 
* Sht f t a n d holiday dOfirutkinG o ^ t o r m i m mscfwoo a n d 
o p e r a t o r capBCi -^ . 
* MocrrtAo nor»-avni iat i£t t> d u e to p icnns i t or u n p t c n r > « i 
m a s i t a r t s n c e o r b r e d ^ d o w r 
" O p o M t c r cfaoa.'ffcatKjrts a s S o r t e r s , /Tpcrrotors t>r 
so t t e tv O p e r a t o r s . 
* OooMrbar ( r o c f w o - Ken w * i p r o f o r e n c a 
c o m o i n a f i a n p e r f o r m a n c e / a c t o r e n d tovcrf. 
1 O p e r a t o r nen-aveitati if i tv f r o m a rtolo'Wrra t o a d s t o / 
' ff^-.horocttK tool icfcKibrtcatjon. 
* Toof c l a s s i f i c a t i o n into PO. toot Wttufo. e tc -
* Tool locat ion. 
* Toof avatfablbtv-
WOS5K 1W P R O G R E S S AMD SHOP 
DOCUMENTATION 
T T K ? W o r k in P r o g r e s s rmstJwk* K e e p s t rack o r w o r i o n t h « 
s h o o n o o r a s t t paaoos tfs rough r » raiiouS marUif Cctur ing 
3t£p<3-"v I t h a s t w o m » i ftias, tJvp Wtark-i O r p a r s F i l e a n d 
tt*t w o r k "TI P r o g r w « a Fite. 
Trto W o r k s O n » f » FiU» tOnrzwrti. oetstf t o f eocr . w o r k s 
order , w h u n .t IS due . trie orckfr quant i ty . u 3 t a m £ » r Wtd 
ao on. 
T r t * '.Vorv T> P r o g r n a a f i l » n a a r«»coros far e a c h job-
o p e r a i m a n d cna&era d s t a i l w l ptartrcne. a n d m o n i m r i n g 
o f t T w p r o g r e s s c f aocti)ci> A c U M i t m y K i w i d c o s n c a n b a 
A c c r u e d f u r l a t e r p r o c « s 4 * r t g , a n o trtp e « i c t s t a t u s o f o r y 
j o h r a n b e a w e r t o i n p d a t crry tirrc; 
T h a V/rtck in V;"rog--*3P moJuk?; rrv<iv t»» {>-•»« wit l t trie D a t a 
C o t o c t i o n module to a s s o r in d a t a c n t r v 
* W a r n s O ra>ar r e f e r e n c e s try' yfuqwe w o r k s lires*" 
" C a t e o o t y , not S t a r t e d . »i p j o g r e s s or coniptetP. 
* P a r t descrjptacr. '3 rtspMved autorrwetcaa-y. 
• P a ' o n i w o r k s nrtter. ttt r « * l if a p p K a o - e 
' O r d e r ciMtntuy. 
' O I J O dat>a f o r t*io orxkw to b*. crwrjpwtod T h i s m a v bo 
* W o r h 5 0 r O 0 r ' a o « V t Steal* eJ.TTO to »r»fv»sr't w o r k bowio 
sc fwJt t tod t o o e a r V 
.vOrksorwei 
" C rJ5torrv=r t o e W V J ^in-tutiibi- o r m r i iufr i ) 
" A manua i iv . s i ' t o"3?r n ; p j f « v n i - f n u w 
* S a l e * o r d e r r e f « r e n c o . f. r j - * c a s s w,1w**.4 
* t r ' l n~jiy t » r^» i>.iirVR LiuJ^r to c>« 
output o " r a sTioo ctorurnent-ioc?^ MI- ro tua u s e d a s a 
notw-pao 
' Work r^oynsRs r 4 ^ if- re f t i ' e^ icaa Dv .vncks o^ iteK' 
* O p e r r i b c r . s t a t e , e^j, not ".UJTt-d. u e t v n o . s*+l i : o m p i « a . 
ruTT-iaig or cu^nf»U> r» 
* C u a o r i t y o - o e r « . t i u j n u t v -"ft, - J I w m t v v a o p e d 
" A 'CiorVt utar* t jT clcjto N;r tf-^» 0O#ratiort 
* O p W 3 t K » r \ l a t o s t s t a r e o a t o uscrfi^ijioi^ri i^o w t i i ' s 
e>fdf>r duo elate hy a o a c k - s c r u f Juf'fO prw:«?s^ 
* All ro i i tcv) ir . formatjon. *-per-i»K3n fT*_-rr>oo?. inoc"'"*". 
- o r a m i n*n t i r e s , etr:. a r « j t p t r r - a ! .3j-T0m.jt.celIv a t 
w o r k s o ' . - » r e o t r v t m # f r o m B o i r f n y f .!«• 
" RoLitir.q ;n*r?r rria"or» m a y s o b i * » i l i J » < f * " n'(**"vieid (or 
a pat icu- 'ar w o r k s o r ' j e r •^. nJR.'.'i. I ^ B L I T H J ' ( • n a r c i c p 
- AbcJW t c fr- trH t u t latent " w t - n g ir:*orfTvi*.fcr' '"•••><T- *jn 
R o u t r i q F s e fer ai'mns w n . r h u^fc ns t •,£>' 
ntur+3'1 
* Fiwrifcty t o i T V 3 k « a « v i i u r H > ^ r or l'KX)k>ngs 0 » V ^ c n m * a n n 
C(Widta( ijfrwt * ) i ) c - -.t j - tif«jrJ»tT<7r! 
* HecofOioq of bookings rrsay rm miirtuaii<. r : w > j . W B i t v 
or « n r m » 3 h a orr»*-5*>**»t prtv_e>jum. .< ultcrr-ECivi>.-
m a \ ' be col le t t e d Jutrjnt«JjtH.3 i*'» t f - c jo jr t Wiuy F l - r jr 
D a t a CoupCtton 
" D s U I « d %r« s u m m a r v r y p c r r s tx> ^ - ' t ^ n «JIK1 pr^nt-if 
" S h o p .riot-i.-rtW!ration Jl-s ro-jp- r a r o j - s^partst* 
opurauori c a n i ^ , t.omf.«i«>Sii witt . TUGI.TICI .-O'V i ir*»niac*s 
a n d d « t a i ) « 0 rnanufactv,r3->g m s i - j f j o ^ ^ 
' Shop oori imwrita i ion o o t i n r a ' i \ p->-;--i>' •j-o w i t n 
rw.C'UoratP'O bar r m t u r?acf> c p ^ r a n o : - r * i 3 . or'-a 
proittMl ori b t a n o a r o p r . n r p r s . 
* RopOrTs »t> -UTrtwri ar^ l n.TnWf n r •.vork ; T Cot | 'C?S» 
v a l u a t i o i a r * i r p r r i a ^ v j '.voiy 
' B a t C f » - S j > t r c n g ? f l c ^ » w i 3 o l e s a —orKS O ' O * " - o e 
anrVierf whi l s t "JTIII allo-vmg full n « n * r i a i v <t'.«^utiit\ 
CAPACITY PLANNING 
Tno C a p a c i t y Pt3ru>j_«5 mo^ltile l a c k i v s or.e ci tr-,f 
fundBme"t3l pncji3.-«atnf. r » r i i ^ j rr'artLff-j*;:*Jrx>Q .r-tJosTr^ 
t h a t of fi&w to p;an a r d t i p m r u i rri» -orfptemititts uf 
rnartuf acri(Tfny n ^ n y jtJL»&, e w r t s o ^ i p n s o o A o< 
o p e r a t i o n s . a!K1 i .s iny jrn iu»a r e c o u r r n i . "Plrf-fi- t e p a r a t f i 
p r r w ^ d u r e s .3'** a i ailoo** fwt^«* c a p a c i t y p ' a r r a i g . a\*«iix* 
c a p a c i t v oJanratxj a n d aelrvory d^tw fsnm&Vtifi 
o a p j L . t y p a n n i n g prodwZe? a n a c e t a t e " j a ^ ^ e -iivr 
CD 
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ef f ic ient mar*vfacturir*n P1^. mtirvtQ c a p a c i t y planning it. 
ussfut f o r naterrritntng b o t t l e n e c k s , a n d dofrverv d a r n 
e s t i m a t o r i p r o v i d e * a tpj*ek m e a n s o t a r r r w i g a t rea l i s t i c 
detrvery i S a t e s foe t e w o r d e r s 
Ffrwto c a p a c i t y ptannmg t s k e s into a c c o u n t the c u r r e n t 
^ i o p f loor situation, avaSaotfm/ of m c c n i r o s a n d 
o p e r a t o r s , requ ired **tvel. o p e r a t o r p r e f e r e n c e s . 
p o r f o r m o n r . « fac tor* , overt eppetB, job priority , 
a l t e m e t f v o m a c h r t o s . e t c S e t t i n g a n d running a r e 
t r e a t e d O Q s e p a r a t e s u D - o p e r a t t o n s 
T h e m a i n o u t p u t s or f ini te copacrcy p t s v w g a r e 
c o m p o r t e o n s o f toad a n d c a p a c i t y d a t a , ana p r o j e c t e d 
c o m p f e t m n d a t o s . t n a i o e a / c a p e c r t y d a t a w « i tndfCatu 
Ofrv u n d e r or o v e r - u t a H e d r e s o u r c e s , or w h e r e t h a m i x o f 
s o r t e r s . operatoris . m a c h i n e s And skrfls r e q u i r e 
mocfrfieation. T h e p r o j e c t e d rampiettrsi d a t a t w d W w w 
w h e n oroem. wvi reaitsttcatty b o cornpfcthaci T h t a 
in forrnaoon m a y d i f f er u n a c c e p t a o t y f r o m the d u e d a t e s 
o f tht> o r d e r s . C h a n g e s can t h e n b e m a d e to d u e d a t e s . 
p r < o r ' i « a arwi c a p a c i t y c n a w h a t - i f ' b a s i s until a n 
a c c e p t a b l e p ian emi«tgo5. D e c i s i o n s m a y t » m a d e to s u b -
c o n t r a c t , wort i o v e r t i m e , c i re-tratft b a s e d o n thlo r e p o r t . 
T h e e m p h a s i s -n firute c a p a c i t y planning is ertabfcng 
a c c u r a t e , Quant i ta t ive oec>aton m a k i n g b a s e d on a p r o p e r 
a n a l y s i s o f toad c a p a c i t y . 
T h e <ritinittf c a p a c i t y pianrnr^ p r o c e d u r e a g g r e g a t e s 
o a d s o n t o w o r k i c e n t r e s b a s e d on w o r k s o r d e r s u e d a t a 
and n terrufscturtnu t imes . F u t u r e over-load srtustxona 
may t h e r e f o r e n e predJcVeO. 
O e o v a r y d a t u e s t i m a t i o n t lau^ase* input c t a potHrifcat n e w 
onhtr a s 0 part rxumboer a»Ki i tuamvty T h i n ortfcw <= r u n 
a g a i n s t t h e last nnrtw c a p a c i t y r u n a t t w o 'ovists to g w o a 
b e a t posAibte a n d rea l i s t ic defevery dale. 
A s p e c i a l r e p o r t ts a v a i l a t » to tnofcatn w h e n c a p a c i t y 
s h o r t a g o * o f m a c h i n e s , s e t t e r s , or operator*) a r e buety t o 
c a u s e p r o d u c t i o n bo t t&ncc f t s . 
' S e l e c t s tutlay as s t a r t d a t e try oofouft. 
' C a p a c i t y planning ho r a m i m a y b e set up to lOOO 
day 4. 
• Ootoonattv i g « o r « o p e r a t o r c a p a c i t y . 
' Opticrtatiy ignore sKvis. 
" 5 e * 3 : o n c t a n t trwvspo r t a o o n t ime b e t w e e n 
uper abort a. 
* H i s t o g r a m s to s c r e e n or p r i n t e r c o m p a r e c a p a c i t y w i t h 
load to i r n w m a c h i n e ^nd o p e r a t o r f o r w a r d loading, 
w i t h indicat ion ot b o t H e n e c k * a n d i jnrter-ubt izabon. 
* Co>ourD<a Ms*OQ(-3J-n5 s h o w i n g finite a /xJ tnfirwtu taadloos 
stoe-by— side against avai lable c a p a c i t y 
" H i s t o g r a m d i sp lays scroti f o r w a r d * a n d b a c k w a r d s in 
WW). 
" H i s t o g r a m hmo units c h o s e n b y d r o p - o o w n m a m j . 
* S c r e e n or p/tntar r e p o r t s o f p r o j e c t e d o r d e r s t a t u s , 
w h e r e d u e d a t e s a r e c o m p a r e d w i t h ac fuevabte d a t e s , 
t h u s mghiighhng c v n . v i r v p w h t o n s at a n e a r l y <«tvtoe 
a n d enabbng c o r r e c t i v e ac t ion tn he t a k e n 
AbiCtv to o p s r a t e in ' w i u n - , f ™ a * .10 t h « t trw> r-f!*ict on 
the o v t f till pos.tron ot (.hanging oc^ier prforme«>, o v e r -
(••"•». ' jub-COPtractmy. rus t ' -J 'oors . trtc. c a n bo 
«rcurate"'V e v a l u a t e d 
Ftfiita c a p a c r v r^«n-i;ng ITI.TV r.-e r^n . le-^t ivntv wrtr> 
MMP to piTivxitt *ull M R P ! I fM-vn.-tf 
SCHEDULING 
Schoduhrtg i s a D-^-productot trio finrtc c a p a c i t y planning 
p r o c e s s , w h e r e ootatied auoca t ior^ ot rnachtne a n u 
o p e r a t o r cat iactty a n ? m a O a to 100 o p o r a t t o m , T n e 
s c h e d u l e s p r o d u c e h o t t e r i»nd m o r e reafistk-
m e i H j f a c t u r i n g p*anu t h a n a r e avai lable from n x w t 
at ternat ivD c o m p u t e r s y s t e m s tJswig tl^yoo s c h o d u t e s 
e n s u r e s tr ia l >ot>s a m p r o g r e s s e d in p r o p e r priority a n d 
uso avai lably - a p a c i t y m .tn s f f i c x i r i l w a y . if mon> 
Brauora te scrteoules a r e r e p u t e d t h e n thes4 a r e ava i lao le 
in trw txtt*fKK3<3 ScntKJuiw^g modu:* 
* Schedutf>c m a y be p r o r t i c p o f o r i s l a i i y d a v s f o r w a r d 
a s r e q u r u d . 
' Scrteoulas to etUHir s c r e e n or c e n t e r 
* S c h e o U e s c M i b e p r o d u c e d by job, by m a c h i n e group .r jy 
o p e r a t o r group, or Dy sec t ion . 
* S c h e d u l e s r a n be p r o d u r e d on derr-and f o r part*rt»lar 
w o r k s o r d e r s , m a c h i n e g r o u p s operator g r o u p s . 
' T h e s c h e d u l e s c a n t e producer] *t o f t e n a s reowi 'eo 
a n a win re f l e c t t h ? "dT«j^r w o r k in prognpRs a n d 
c a p a c i t y s i tuat ion 
* S*»tt«n<j a n d r ivnnra) a r e t r e a t e d 4u s e p a r a t e s u b -
Cf»*ratKm« 
* A « o o i s c r t e d u a m a y be p r o d u c e d s n o w m g t h e r p r w a r d 
requirotnerit for tools. "u--i*ne v>ith U 1 1 r«a««tMe 
manufactur in-a p lan produced . 
E X T E N D E D SCHEDULING 
T>v» E i r t e r « o e d SchBduUncj modute provioerv p r e c i s e 
s c h e d u l e s t a k i n g v i t a a c c o u n t a r&ngo u r f a c t o r * SKKH a s 
job l a t e n e s s . »cb p n o m y . s W i * . pref e*enceB. m a c h n e a n d 
c p a r a t o t utiturstjon one* t-v.-j^k n> c r w B * s i»wi i i s 
E F A C S E ^ t o r v W l 5ct^edtdina e p r e c i s e t e c h n i q u e W T P C H 
t a k n s "nto a c c o u n t t h e o n p e n a m r'acto'3 invoivt-d n 
avtabirsnmo a n afhctertt - U H J optrr"^) T.Arivra^ri jr inrj r»l9n 
H a v i o g S U L D 4 p lan unatotes the c o m p a n y to i m p r o v e 
debvMf y pet f o r t r w K w . iiu.f»M!^j 1 ri'rtAirce Liljhirfttoo, 
r e d u c e tnrougriput t -mes unti wor-< in prx>grwt.s. i eve i s . OS 
wai l as in troducing a racfwir teve; of m i n s q p n i w i t 
' R e c o n c i l e s conf fcc i jrg oo jec t ives ^ia:h no cons ider inQ 
jrrt> r inor .nes , iim.tirig «Jte time, ' educ ing jOt> latanefLS. 
a v o K i r n j over-sKtSmo. or-cs « o i u r - n o tr>at ocwrator . ' 




* U s e s 43 s p 3 c » d dvncmrc-togic fcGChnaqu*. w n i c h encbfcw 
v a r y i n g ioiport i inco to bo grvwn to e a c h o f tha«j3 
oh>ncbVK>a. 
* CRftorent c*:nc<tufc?3 c a n bc> p r o d u c e d , crvjtrtntj u s o r 
t u o r c n J u c c a m j w u j t o e t j n n g pJcn v**v*eh gjvoc omphfK7>a 
to tho f s c t o r n a f parbeuJ&r c u r r e n t t m p c r t c n c o 
* P r o v i d e s ctstoivatt s p o r t - t o r m . m c n u f c t t u t t n o pione Of 
s n a c c u r a c y «J"-a q u a t r y w r c c n c t U r r u b v a c o m p u t e r 
s v n o m s r a f c*Y clown tp a c h c a v e . 
* Sehodtifetr c a n h o r u n for A S l o n g * ttma per iod - a * 
roQuircdu 
' f » c f t t t c h a r t s to b o t h scro f ln a n d printer evc^obio f o r 
w o r k s a r d o r s , m a c h » v > s e n d o p a r o t o r a . 
' U « o r . fpat ia i n e h e d u i n g r e q u i r e m e n t * a n ? o t t n n 
pormia.'j through i etabvefy rtreaghrforwerd modif icat ion 
o f >tta c c h a a u t n g matncKV. 
M A T E R I A L R E Q U I R E M E N T S 
PLANNING 
T h o Motoric* Roquins t t sn tB Ptenrwrg ( M R P ) modulo 
proyfcHD-s a fu3 brc^fcdewTt o f requircmenta for c b m p o n d m 
p o r t a e n d m a « 3 r t e * 3 for r^Ktocn d a y s . w o o k s . o r rnontho 
Cftacdi us ing tho h j ^ ^ B Q e n e r o t i v a rratt ied . F c c t o r o 
ta l t en into a c c o u n t tn proem:org t h a rectu^t?mcntop4.7n o r o 
S O W K o n s j r o . p m - c n a t a ordors . w o r k En progres s , w c r k s 
ortfaro. o f m s t o r i a f t a n d omsttng s t o c k lovcto M R P i s 
tmratuabto w n o r o a s s c m t & a s o r s t r u c t u r e s o f p o r t s a r c 
invoived. a n d p o r t s a r e v/hobv o r par t iy h$*d in s t o c a . 
Aop!mention a t M R P wat e n s u r e t h a t c o r r o o n a n t p a r t n e n d 
materia}*, a r u avai iobia rrw> r r V r s a quanbfeoa a t t h a 
c a r r t K t t m o s to fiatttfy Tho T U W I m a n u f a c t u r i n g plan 
• WorkfjOrrtJifTi, M a ^ w r Schotfukj . 5 a ^ O O r d e r s a n a W o m 
m Procresi-) Fttoa a r e browen d o w n b y m o brft of 
m a t e r i a l s t o d e t e r m i « s > g r o s a rotfuinerrc* t ta. 
' G r o s s t c p u t r c y n © n t o a r e computed wr th outvtortd:ng 
p u r c h a s e o r d a r a a n d c u r r e n t s t o c k s ba foro a s c « r * a . r e n g 
tho pot(*nticl f u t u r e s h o r t a g e pos i t ic-n 
* ftopianr*nrrt?r,t ordoi i a r e r&corrar^yBKi, 
* A t a m a o v Q Cwtch-no n j ! » a a r o ovnrtnbSo -n oe terrTWing 
1) MurtinJo o f ro-ufttar quantt ty . 
2 ) R*»-ui d « r Cfuanuty pfus rounding 
3 ) Min/ntum «jujnuty-
a ) Qucm'rty reou-rcx 
" W o t k o nrrt^m m o v bo nrnken d o w n orttwtr by tno*r O y J 
daxos . or b y thca- ijat-matttfl cotripiabpn <wtco a s g.vwn 
by tinitoe**>c-.tvplaf'r''ng. a n d WiShavoaccrn^prirvErig 
"eftoct on *r-c t i l l i n g r>' m a t e r i a l a n d c o m p o n e n t 
p r u t . u » f m « n t 
* Oet«<»rv toart t imos c n m a n u f a c t u r e d iturnd m a y b o 
C a i c u w n e d f T o m o p « » t l t , o n t i r r « * o h t r i e f t o » ^ r E g > r ^ o r K i 
t c k a u e t c h >:2e • n w i*ct o u n t . u» nmy. b « >yiact OtocctN' 
f V w n tr*a_Stt>cK Fik i . 
* R c t R f a - c m j n t s r e p o r t s t o . ^ r t * " a n d -wtrttor s M w i w ; 
c u r r e n t s t o c k laMHfl. ' / O T i r p ^ e U K T C n t s . :ttm:3 ' jo 
d r d a r . cntJ-riott rerjucnamnnts. 
* R o e o t w r i o r K i a d o r o w r o p o r t w r t h cntfcaf iy 'ato ordnrw 
high3chtE5d. 
- R o c o i m c n d « d ordois 'or (Airrjusod tUtrts »TW)y 
o p t e n v r f y b e s p W * « l w r t o m a b c a W y to ttvj Punrrtano 
Orcfctea R l s . 
* RocomrrKjTKiod o r d a r o . f o r m a * U j f » c t u n ? d ) . n e n r a m a y 
o p t t g n s j y b a e p p i s d cutomatic-awy to WK> W o r k s 
O r d s r p F S a . - ' • .,- -
* hAsotor S C T J C C U » 3 Jremb m a y tsa s p p s s d t emptwaniy - to 
trio W b f k o O r d o r F l ^ to rtW±>!» h r s t e c c p c c r t v pte iBir ig 
to fnc tu io t r o c o rtorro. 
* E n w j r o t h a t bompononto . s u h - e f n e m b t e o unrJ *i iw 
matoruds . : ^vholhor rricrvj^c>ctunecl o r p u j ^ h o o o d ftfo 
prQVB±sd in t h a n g h t twcnbt io i i a t thQ n c j r t W T O ^ - t o 
m e e t t h e ra{^> • -ovot m a n u f o>.'t'jfV»9 p r t p r w n m a . 
COST1WG 
T h e E F A C 5 C o s o n g r r r o i u ^ inc'.udos t w o tvpCT o* coafcrxj. 
c o s t oat -mot ion BTK* j o o ' v o n o n c e cos t ing . T h o cost 
esbmi i t tOn roubjns CtJOWS o n o n q u ^ v to b a proco f i sod 
quickly " a n d o n a c c u r a t e q u o t e y tveh . J o b / v e r i £ n c e 
c o a t m g e n a b b a roco^Cno o f a c t u a l cco to a i y j t imoo =nO 
c o m p a r e a w i t h p i a n n c d c o s t s a n d t i n m s . i f comtKnad wt th 
t h e U n t o Oaaoctton n O d u i c . f e « u b a c K f r o m t r a s h o p flooi 
o f ac tue t c o s t s csn b e vntua l ly ^ » a n t a n o o u 3 provedtnq 
cons tcntAr t ^ t o - d a t o cos t ings -
* C o s t o s t i m a b o n r e p o r t snowtnt} tobour. m a t e r i a l , s n o 
ovrtrhood c o a t s , e n d i t e m a n d job c o t t t s b o c c d cm u p - t o -
d a t b a t f o r n i a t m n on P a r t s M a s t e r e n d Houttng Piteo. 
* T j r o - e t a k e n m o y b o cnlci.'VitrNl t t r e c t l y frcrr* s t a r t ono 
hVrfoh d o t o / t i h Q * . t c A m g u u o a lkxAnnco for Ehttt 
c h a n g e * hol idays , e n d fnach&w; a n d m r o m t o r 
tepctung. 
* S u m m n r y w a dota'loo r o p o n ^ . t n scrRoti or pn^tor 
c c i n ^ a r © piat>rKrdt?mes a n d c o i t a w i t h a c t u « t ttrrh>9 a^K! 
costts. a n a proy ido p o r f o r m a n t a m a o s u r e r r w r t t s . 
* W c V « ; laroor. n(»<>raibr a n d machL- ie co<n-mg ntiowing 
JCCtuc' ega^iot r r i t m a t c d c ^ t s . 
* T h a t tata fed-wwke. ortter c o a h n o repo-^ ano*vs tnoour. 
sutS ' trn iu-act . a n d mattfr.at c o s t s , b o t h p l a n n e d on<i 
a c t M i to-3-athor w i t h m « o E a n i * ^ s o K p « ' j r i * 0 ' ^ t o o j V R a 
comptoto c o s t t i r c c k t f o w n f o r t h e w w l w o r d e r . 
* En^bK?a s t r i c t c o s t c o n t r o l t h r o u g h p r e M r r t a o o n o ' 
**fp<motion wt f-ujtohia trirmat^ * 
* fk*ttmg t i m a a n d r u n n j i g t i m e s a r o m c o r t t o a 
-^acm otttiy. 
• Ltn^S o r e r t i v ".xtft ottter E F A C S n-rKJutos. 
• 
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QUOTATIONS 
Th*» Q.jutat>ori5 mc*n.iw is iWMyce»l to eratv*? ctt icrOTt 
^mfr-fHiCtn of a'JOto<Kif i . ' >3eir*ff w i t h inon- lomig Of 
e * i i o n g q.^ii.^tx-x-.'^ a n d tr^-sre*- of " - format ion to S a l e s 
O f U e r s Vi/o^Ks O r o r . i Houtmy a n d P a r t s M » t « t Ftfes 
upon a c c e p t a n c e s i t j m a i w e v v a v s o f a«"rrvina«st 
d pnc*« pro- - .ueJ 
•Strjfner p id for ' U t^rtg wnijO«,S, "^?tt'<.n fc* rft • «i • isti»iq c 
cf~- o u s t i n g part -v.(mo**r 
' Fntfrr J*taj!« ~T n o w . U ' , t o m e r 
CCpntsrt. ;it-t*. ttJujitwirw HPJOITW-: . j d a x , 
u r e c f v *aa>nst w e q u o t s e o n 
' E n t e r i e . v pflrt -, ^r t l i ' j i ju i iy .(>rnr<tuil 
auota tu in 
' Call L p ITXJOF*-.- e s i s t in f j r o u i m y 'JirafTnarOf. 
' C j s t (fBttmatefe -•>« ..cn dnd fnr e a c n opera t ion ar^ 
S h o w n o n - v w 33 tr--L> route is rtPvpfCWO 
. a o a i n s t trie 
I times .=mn ivortt-' O s e r o t x H i posits o*s*& on H a n n e 
' O n - s t r e « n d«rpk»v of ^tt\,ous w o r k s c c c e r a for t h e 
p a r t ' . o n c e m e d . •w.th .-Mrtoa! m a n t i f a c u . n r x j c o s t s 
S h o w n a g a i n s t p e r i n e a c o s t s 
' C i - s c f U M dtscia? o f prev ious s a K - s o r d e r s f c r the p a r t 
t"o«-w-*»T-»-.<t-1 i*»ttr. •lu^eor-mrc. quant i t i e s , states .;>r«3 
p n c e s 
* ArrrvM *t a p i -c»t L-> = H J V v*>fj J t Liartomor/'peM-t nvtffiber/ 
q u a n t i f y d i scount on i+ie bas i c unit s e H n g p n c e 
• rtoio f r e e tent aoeM-st t r o suotatior* oit t w o dj fh -nsnt 
levels , hrat iy to in . tout d»«*ct iv rinto the c u s t o m e r 
quotat ion a n d vcr.rvr.iy to s e r v e a s a r e c o r d o f 
TjrrvyfrM*IM) .ae^v.ty. 
' Output the ouototwr* tmto a pr inter ur s e n o t rrec t fy to 
your cus ionx ." f ' . - .m the r o m p u r e r ny f a * 
' On .acceptance . Ta i l s '** ' 'iey. c u s t o m e r , aoo'e-i*. p a r t 
numhfl f .intJ -outirnj -rtfor'tvitJO." o n t o this ma<n 
s y s t e m 
Display a"vl r.nn* u.uotar-on -Rtv.rtf . ny g a t number , 
c u s t o m e r arm s t a t e s 
' Monitor s - c i e s s ^atr-s 
' E i L%UI p t n a t ' j ' jotarjon m A ^ a o ^ m e n t a n d control »s 
o e r f o r r n e d m j , - L -»oe*fy . arnctent m a n n e r . 
S A L E S O R D E R PROCESSING 
C T A C S 3dltr» Oiu»r> P r i « . e s s n g ge tx -rares anrj mainta ins 
s a l e s o r d e r s an . i .n*«>rt»ces *vtri Quo'-a»Tor,«;. Work ir. 
Progrie-is S ' o c k Control . P u r c h a s e O s a e r P r p c e s s i n a . 
M a t e ^ a i RuqsMflfrw.ts Planning a n d S a t e s LetJper T h o 
s y s t e m ni»'»* u-i*-' ti *» oplk>r to g a h s f v a n ot iwr f r o m 
unaClnj stnrk rij c '<Jt«i> J new ^ ork;ii'(Wr or r.o K"r&xm <J 
purcha*>e a? o e r S^i.'«?; ' • ' i w - i c . r ' i i t i * ! ' * « rte^fiatcned 
to KwJtvHJuaf 
reovi o = r r « n t i 
o e s o a t r h 
• S a l e s o r o e r n u m b e r a u t o m a t i c a l y mcrementTi 
* S e » * n r d w i s muRt - i t em. 
* S p e c i f l e a •nvmce «nd a e k v e r y aodre^c n u r t e r s 
• A tr ia l kit t ing p r o c e d u r e is auattabte to d e t e r m i n e 
w h e t h e r s u f n o e n t c o m p o n e n t s t o c k s esust to m a k e 
S h a n n r m h r y 
' F a s t 't*(*-*atee' e n t r y p r o c e d u r e oear-cltes 'Of 
c u s t o m e r a»id p a r t n u m b e r u s m g w m d u w i . c h o c k s 
c i a t u n w c r e d i t ba lance , a n a m m a t stoCK enquir ie s 
b e f o r e c h e c i u n g the sa les o r d e r i t e m 
* Facil ity f o r s c h e d u l e d sa tes o r d e t s a n d Uantuet s a l e s 
o r d e r 5-
* A d j u s t m e n t <y* ex i s t ing s a l e s o r d e r s . 
* P i i c e Br*>*« Pifc* hok ia OKOurt tor - i p a r r n u m e e r e n d 
c u s t o m e r a t a g i v e n quant i ty teve' 
• O n ^ r a c k r . o w l e d g e r n e n t c a n o e p n n t e u o r s e n t e r e c t l y 
to m i t o n w r a s etectfonic m a J 
* W o r k s o r d e r * c a n b e ra i sed a u t o m a t i c ally f r o m a s a l e * 
oroer ttom 
* C o m o a n s o n erf r » i t v t a n d # i g s a l e » w o e r iterrm a n d 
f w s h e i J ' joods rrtocH w i t h 'ecomrr»arni»rtio«i» f o r 
d e s p a t c h 
' A l l o w s for tootft u n d e r arm o v « « - - a e W e r * e f . 
• A parbCLear d e s p a t c h m a y m c K x H i t e m s f r o m var ioua 
s a v e o r d e r s f a r t h e c u s t o m e r c o n c e r n e d 
• Faur»rw*o+rrwi»ce i»rr iCT! t fearwfnurt ine f tn f i w s p a f c h 
n o t e n a r r a t i v e a c o a l lowed 
' B a t c h prpdwifl o f invTOCffs a n d <M«oanrr: noT-tn. -vilh 
opt ional e x t r a p r i n t s 
' 5 « * » » » r « r d e s p a t c f i p r o c e d u r e u p d a t e s s a l e s oraer . 
d e a v e r y fne, t r a n s a c t i o n hie. s tock fee. p t e p a i e s 
mvtzKres and d e s p a t c h notes , a n d p o s t s ip s a l e s 
' D i sp lay a n d p r i n t s a l e * o r d e r * b y s a l e s o i t l er n u m b e r , 
pare n u m b e r , L U I I O I W a n d d u e d a t e 
PURCHASE O R D E R PROCESSING 
T h e P u r c r u i e e O r d e r F^ocessirtg moduto e n a b l e s contro l 
to b e e f f e c t e d o v e r the important t a s K o f providing 
c o m p o n e n t p a r t s and i r u m n i l s requ ired t a m e e t etw meir; 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g p r o g r a m m e . A u t o m a t i c p r o c o d u i u s e x i s t 
for p l a c e m e n t , d e s p a t c h a n d r e c m p t o f p u r c n a s e o r d e r s , 
m a k i n g trie s y s t e m e f f i c i e n t t» o u e r a t i c n . 
' P u r c h a s e o r d e r n u m b e r auiomat>ca4y m c r e m u n t s . 
' P u r c h a s e o r d e r is m u i o - i t e m . 
" Supplier nam"? a i x ) a d d r e s s drsptayeo a\itoma(M;afly 
" 4 irrtes of p u r c h a s e o ' d e r n a r r a t i v e . 
* 3 knas of r x i r c h a s e o n l e r i t e m n^irrativ** 
" Un-rmtted f r e e texT 3 0 e m s r ( h o p u r e n n s e order ' tem 
* E n t r y o f acneefuieo p u r c h a s e c'«"»e'r> «i>d tilarWMit 
p u r c h a a o orders 
' u n d e r , o v e r a n d p a n t e c e o t * 
' R e t u r n s ro suppl ier 
' P u r c i v i s e o r d e r recetpt nnrmoBv d u t o m a t i c M v upt ia toa 




' 5 { K * U * f ffWMfV W ' r » a f c n g witt i iUjo-<ni-i t r a c t w o » k 
• M U i t i - c v T M n c y 
• A u t o m a t i c C R N g e n e r a t i o n 
• O M v e r y aPtfrenfl « vat-abto 
- Urw*-of-rr*«Mnirv '5 v«jrtab*o. 
• tSsptOy e n d print p v r c h a i w o r d e r s rjy port , fcjpplJef m d 
U u s n n m -
• F p r w c r d p \zrchaar»f l tOrr-mrrrncrtt. 
• A u t o m a t i c plectMnant o* M H P rocornrr*3ix>grt 
p o r c n a a a orcJars. 
STOCK CONTROL 
T h o S t o r k C o n t r o l mpdufa enot£aa a c c u r a t e s t o c k 
r c c o r o a to b e kop* on rtia c o m p u t p r . a n d >a o *.cn-idorabto 
tii tp> tjwremcm on, n v m - a mothodo w r t c h orvoW*! krjt*prrg a 
Jarnci ctrnviTit of d a t a Or* s t o c k t a r d a 
A c c u r a to a n d urnoty i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t s t o c k lov*rH> to a n 
cmpdrtac t *actor in a r M i u v g crwrtpKny ©ff icMv»ey a n d 
profitcfc_:;ty T h o S t o c k C o n t r o l m o d u a c o n t a i n s up-to-
d a l o tnt or m o t i o n c h d u s t i n g acock Invota. a^ncotad a l o c k , 
o u t s t a n d i n g o n d s n , e a d itmou. uvega- e n d t o on. 
D a t c S s d r e p o r t s a n a provipeci o n s t o c b tovoio and vaSua. 
ro-on3arg*«o inft jrmooorv cnt i » c o n v b t Q t r e n c o c t i o n 
ruetnry, A & a c o n s o q u a n r o rn-ort iar .no »s ctooctv o' lod to 
tstweit rfomant*. pottrr.ua I t rwir taoa fttuatioria a r a rooitcod. 
wOTvstncktno t$ avowfcd. a n d rn Q s n o r a l rtu» t w o 
c o n f t c t i n g objocbyon ot ga&o ocrv lco e n d mm.-moi 
i n v e n t o r / or a r e c o n c i l e d 
* S t o c k nurrtser vs c h * c k o o a o a i n s t P a t t a M a s t w F E a . 
• Phye^ral s t o c k , quant i ty cm o r d o r . frco s t o c k , a l located 
s t o c k orvo m i M n u m ntock porfruasiUo. 
* R » - o r < » r pocnt. rc-orttai" Quant i ty , roun-jrfig quant i ty 
a n o r e - o r d a r pofcey. e j j . wrr»>tr»r M R P or • w-«nO«i' 
p a n t c o n t r o l 
* L o c d t r m t f o r tnH"crvfls<wl a n d m£rn/foctwrr»o" i t o m i . 
' USAUO p o r w * o k 
' A u t o r r g t i c p r o c o d u r u i ftM « t o c k tasues . f e c o w s , a n d 
• FuJI oudrt t f&l e n fh) trrtneae feoriv 
• R e p o r t s to c c r o e n a n d prmtor o* ' t W K s t o t u a . •jtov.n 
vequation, a m j trnnacct'O'^ r f i t o r y 
' Rocommrfrvaod r t o c k ordoro for r u - o e d c r potnt 
frrwitroriocl i t n m i 
• C o m p f o n c n c j v p •atocK-t^o f c c M y osvog pesrpotual 
i n v e n t o r y contro l . O I V I » K H s t o c k - tcno. ticket numDartng 
facihty. avitt c c r i ipkV».w» o f r,*Qcn c o u n t wid> c o m p u t « r 
priylMOji Stock tnj tpro corrhrrriation 
• A B C a n a l yVS. 
M A T E R I A L TRACEABIL1TY 
T h a E F A C S Motoi »ai rrocooiwlity -rtoowa **rvcliJflo tun 
a c c o u n t t o &e cakon o f m o v o m o n t o* o a c c n a a o f o t o t k to 
r r o o t tt%o t o q u / r o m e n t a of O n t n J i St i jnrtani B S b / S O A 
ctstcjiod t rar - i i ac twn rtiattir-y k p p i jwrwh n t o w s for t h e 
: c h r r r * . r c a t « n o f . 'or i n s t a n c e . ^4 ffni-aTM oooo torn a 
rt'^'VrrccJ tiy u tp fJC' tc ma tor >at tia > rti. A r*Litt»t*ei' t>f F F A C S 
rnottj tos a r o • n i o f f a t a d ^Kluriein; VVork in Prop, r e s s. S t o c k 
f f c t u w r q . or M a i p n a i s a;vJ Sixip Oonimr?ntat-or> 
' Mu) t -* tem s t o c k racwd wHM - J ^ W s*jrvji r a n c h 
* SvxDrtis orrtercor>-^>k»t>ori O C T K K a t e s .> rwv.- n«t>;r> r»mrJ>e-r 
for s > j o « 3 Q U 9 m q u i u t y a p p r o v a l 
" R>jrrrifH» orrlpr rc-^retpt g e n e r a t e s n e w b a t c h niimfciar 
wntri o>ia5ty intteHty n o t a p p r o v e d . 
" A queSty oacu">ntO p r a c e d u r o c o n f i r m s pt^yTBeot 
s t o c k ovMctBlrty . 
" S t o c K - t c k * raciOty oppftffo t o b « c r v » B . 
" F V o e u c t w i Qt C a r t r f t c a t e o f Cnrtformrty. 
* FVoctuctJOn o f r e a c t i o n n o t a s . 
* O c * u o y =r^l print a tracont t h r o u o n a n u r r f c < v o F 
!tfve^, botjt b a c f t w a r r t s f r o m a nrcGrsea h t « m a n d 
F g r w a r d f r o m a motoric* o r c o m p o n e n t i«fem. 
DATA COLLECTIOM 
T h o E F A C S S h o p D a t a GnUocOon m o d i i a w n a o l o s f a s t . 
BCCurgtn upi l3tmQ o f t t io W I P K in P r o g r e s s a n d C o s t i n g 
m o d i s t e t*a» to<*Mcgi too pr intcr i *»atn^ s t a o n a r d s v s t a r n 
s o f t w a r e , on a 5 t c n d £ i r d prtnter , a o t h a t work*, of o a r 
f u o n t o r . o p o r a C o n nurt^jors . o f o r n t o r s . mocrt-oco. 
q u o n t i t w . a n d s o on c e n an P a en.tcrred b a r e p o s 
Trk* D a t a Cottacitort m o d u l i ; * Kcty i n t o g r 0 t e a wrtn t n * 
root of t h a E F A C S s y s t e m s o t n o t t n e WoVk ih f rogrersa 
a n d Cotrtfno mocjuiao a r o u n o a n w aufomat i ea i i y , 
* U 9 0 S a n < n c u s t r y - s t £ t n d a r a C a t a coUocboci tcrrrenftL 
* U p t o f f l 5 t » m i n a l 3 C W o o c o n i ^ « t e P o ^ i a r « t w ^ k a n d 
c c c a o c o d f r o m u n a c p m p t i W j r p o r t 
* T » i o rtflCO rott=Ct»on h a r d w o r e a c r v e s f o r work in 
p r o g r a s s rnorptorirto, t i m a a n d a t t e r K i a n t o . *tocf< 
c o n t r o l end bo^pokpf} csnnanc«m*>nt». 
* R u f j g s o e o ! i v t o - ^ o o b a r c o d e tormmaiR w t t h aaakrO 
n u m c r t c o r s^pna-numer ie k o y p a o 
' R o d u c o tn*? t j m a •^onsumthg o o t a e n t r y o f cortve* itot^a-' 
IcUour Doou>n{; oyBtofi'S 
• T o r r e n i l <:rm otorn 2A(XO r h a r a c t a j - s m o a t t o r y 
b e c k o d m o m o r y 
* R e d l i m o O a t a cot toc t^n w i t n on-t-no vafioation 
' 5f>op F V x i r TRm-wnars p r c ^ o r r v n a W * to a t e w ia-ktran 
tormMfil r n s p o m v 
* EW>r-co*K3jc*> t t ckots . cJock c a r d s , e t c . a r e prodi icrxl try 
t h o s v s t o m 
* C o a o c t o d t i a m iu o a t » enrt i i r n ^ - a t a d i p e d 
automot*cattv-
' Bn> t..'K*ro p/tntoO u w g ato'ldartt s o t t w j ' e a n d I B M ' 
E p K j r i corrtpatiPJo pnrrtors . 
* Foc i i t foa f o r C n r o r a i Q w o r k g arour n u m M m . opat-ttcon 
numpt»'3. mecnifBs*. o p e r a t o r s , quant i t i es , t t c 
• 
62 Appendix A 
R e c o r d i s s u e of a j a b a n d i ts complet ion , a n d a bow 
s y s t e m to ca l cu la te t e r « e < J i f f e r o n c « acuvwst^fof s h i f t s , 
ho l idays , a t t e n d a n c e , e t c . 
E x c e p t i o n r e p o r n i x i w h s r o e n t e r e d t i m e s t a k e n ana 
drfronjnt f r o m c a l c u l a t e d t ime d i f f e r e n c e s . 
C o m p u t e r corrbnuidy s c a n s for bar* c o d a d o t a 
Work in P m g r m a find Bookr/tgs F 3 e s a r o a u t o m a t i c a ^ y 
u p d a t e d , 
R e p o r t e r r o r s £ n d w a r n i n g s to e r r o r log f o r subaequer t t 
dispM>v o r prtnbng. 
T I M E AND ATTENDANCE 
T h e E F A C S T i m e j r o A t t e n d a n c e m o o u l e m o n i t o r s 
e t t o n d e n c e with the u s e o f b a r - c o o e d cc t tacbon 
termina l s , a n d p r o d u c e s a v a r i e t y o f r e p o r t s w i t h an 
optional link to a p a y o f f f a o S t y . 
' S a r - c o d e d clock c a r d s c a n be g e n e r a t e d u s i n g a 
s t a n d a r d p r i n t e r 
* Industr ia l quality d a t a col lect ion t e r m i n a l s a r e u s e d to 
col lect cXxLkiTKj on a n d o f f i n f © w « a t » n 
* P a n a n d u n p a i d b r e a k s a r e n a r d t e d . 
* Ftentbfcl tok*ianco bann inq araund planned Start a n d 
Onish times. 
* L i n k t o payro l l s y s t e m w i t h s t a n d a r d r a t e pHrs t h r e e 
o v e r - t i m e r a t e s 
* Who' s tn/Who' out r e p o r t s awa-laWe to b o t h s c r e e n 
a n d p r m t p r 
" E x c e p t i o n report ing . 
- M a n u f a c t u r i n g n o u n c a - c u i a t e d f r o m a t t e n d a n c e a n d 
w o r k - w i - p r o g r e s s momtormg. 
M A N A G E M E N T REPORTING 
E F A C S h a s a c « n o r e W w s i v e m a n a g e m e n t r e p o i t n g 
ftx«chcn w h i c h d r a w s mformataori f r o m ad p a r t s o f the 
E F A C S s y s t e m f o r cooabori. a n a l y s e a n d p r e s e n t a t i o n a s 
s u m m a r y r e p o t s *or m a n a g e m e n t p i irpo^es . 
* P r o s e n t a t i o n of d a t a o n q u o t a b o n s , s a l e s o r d e r s , 
p u r c h a s e o r d e r s , w o r k in p r o g r e s s v a u d t o n . labour 
h o u r s w t t r k e o . m a c h i n e d o w n - t x ' t . s t o c k , K C W . 
d e s p a t c h e s , e t c 
" E n t r y of d u o a e c s -vith f a c a d e s to s p r e a d t h e m a c i o s s 
- a r y o g t ime p e n n d s . 
* V a r i a n c e s a ^ a i n t t Dudget. 
* U s e r deftnrbon of repor t f o r m a t * 
' B e s p o k e wnhancemf lnt to p r o d u c e de ta i l ed r e p o r t s t o 
spec i f i c u s e r f o r m a t s . 
Appendix A 
